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New Rules Set By
_
Housing-Food Office
.

.

IRA BARON
Houing & Food Service, an- ,
Staff Correspondent
nounced that the minimum
· USF's .Housing Office an- age for students to live off- nounced last Thursday a pro- campus bas been reduced to
gram · of massive· change in 2Q ye·ars-old, formerly 21, proHousing & Food Service poll- viding that the student reachcies and plans for the coming es his , twentieth birthday by
academic year.
Oct. 1 of the academic year
In a, surprise meeting called which he move_s off-campus.
with only four hours notice, This will be effective for
_Ra__:ym
_ o_n_d_Kin_·...:g:.:.,_ dir
_· _e_c t_o_r _ of__Q_u_a_rt_er_I,_1_96_9-_7_0_._ _ _ _
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After -1$ years of ."hard w~rk ::and~~el(-sac~iqce, over 1,000 ~ · night is coed J~e We~ner,_4.~OO. The s~rvice. will be beld
seniors ·will "graduate" at the end of this quarter. Taking _ n~xt ,Wednesday; at ~ :~ p.m~ ~ -graduating seniors are in•
part _in _,the.'1;itual: of-the l'orchliglif Sertice n~ Wednesday ... vitedlo attend. ~
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A four-point proposal for
improving black education at
USF was released by Steve
Anderson, president of the
,Student Government (SG),
Monday.
Commending the Black students and tlie University for
their "wise and responsible
actions concerning the issues
raised by the six-point AfroAmerican statement of May
18," .A,nderson laid down additional steps although be added
that "we (SG) bold great con~
fidence in the ad-hoc committee recently formed to investigate the probl~ of racism
at 01!1' University."
THE PROPOSALS include:
1. "THAT A no-interest,
long-term stude~t loan program be "initiated for the purpose o faiding under-privileged
and needy students (in particular, Black students) at USF."
Anderson asked that the SG

ment of the Senior Placement
Tests and the College Entrance Exams. He also asked
that USF make a concerted
effort ,to increase their Black
enrollment to the 10 per cent
requested by t h e ,A.fro.
American Sociecy~
.

King said, " You are free to
move off campu,s.", to a
group of some 70 resident students representing residence
~all goyernment, fraterniµes
·8:fld sororities. This decision
was made, King said, " .. •
on the basis of what you folks .
want," and will be an experiment for a period of one year.
HE WENT on to say that if

empt from- mandatory hous:
ing.
Students ·_who have made a
deposit on their housing for
the Fall Quarter and are now
eligible to move off-campus.
may receive a refund by
applying to the Cashier's Office. .
··

HOWEVER, ~g empha•
sized that the dates for room
sign-up will . r e m a i n unchanged, and that students
must decide on their preferences as tu rooms and food
plans before signing-up for
Quarter I's housing this week. -_
Continuing to explain the-mainder of the changes in the

the oc;cupancy of the residence halls continues at its
present level, it may be possi•
.ble to lower the minimum age
· to nineteen (19) for , the following year.
·
In addition to the new minimum age, students. who have
attained senior standing, 135
credit hour, will also be ex- (Pl~se

3. "THAT THE S T A TE
Junior Colleges, as the institution best suited to prepare students to compet~
normally in the larger institutions, be requested to increase
their role in the area of Black
education."
Anderson asked .that the

~oo H~USING, Page 2)

1(t

new HillSborough Junior College "be located in Ybor City.
t. "THAT THE FLORIDA
State Legislature be requested to initiat~ legislation
which would assist USF and
other State Universities and
Junior Colleges in their efforts to .improve the condi-
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Circle -K CoUects

$800 In Fdst ·Day

N·e w Check Cashin.g
POiicies ·Announced

rs

.,.

Presj..dent · ~lamed
th~t : will~ d~li..Y~f-, t~e - ~omfu~_nce;.... _
..
-~ ~-- ~ · 11- ,· u .':..,. ,'.
1 · · . .
the .(ioange · "in, fq_e!ition · was··.:. _i;neqt addt~ss. _.
"
.
..
, ___;._' <..._·
. _
_
caused:' by· ' ,a · full -booking of . ' ,Mrs. Bevef~y
· ·-also said that ·· ~ ~rati'.olf,~i;h~i; ~ ~.1'erceir-~u~s~~e ~--wi~ ;it,~:asks
. ,. - ,_. . .- ·· · ·. ·. : . - : . , _ ·' · -·~·,. . - .
..
-tne·question·it must ·ask; -;.Some ~ nerations·,. c:pnce~d{with
Curq,s }!ixon, as of ·li;tst· J-tµi~;; no -tickets -~ ~ •;;nec;es~al'Y, ·to · -the~-btliidingJ >tiacl!'.atI~n/ ,ask. "Bow?" othei:_geIJ;:rations,...
•fo:,otp~.feJe~~': . · _
;·~a,tt~~JJ:te ,_s ~~es~·';t:he _B.~y.: ';)ie;di~~~~~~~i-1:~~: ~or:~ •~uz:e:, ~~ -.'f!~~t ~-. •,.: _-_
We fell t}:i1,s ~ _a pp_ropn.at~, :-. 1!opt :Eent?r SE:~1:8 ~,_(JOO\ p~Q- ... , ~ . .. , , ..- _.,, •~~ _•~ ~JX; .,. , ·" , _J : : .- _...._. ._ . ., ._ • . .
however- as-we•.Jiave ' a .·cam- ·- pleand ·-.-1we -!fe~hthis. will--be:-··Y0 ~ ,gtiner~i:0Jll',~ask.ed " ~'l
: . . ,.·
..•.
pus· p( st: -'l ~eters~urg./ ' ~',s~d '.- ~;re-··. th~ri°" :adeq~ate;•_•· ~lie·. ' .; '¥ -~~c'~ii1~ ~f .to~iher' ;s)c.;~ ~•ot: ~~;-b1g.~~sti~_ns. ·
Mrs. 'Moz.ell .Beverlj, .Admm- ,". ,~qfd. · .. , -~- _··, . ·
· :
:-~c?-:-~e1_t··~;fiiia!..-~ r s ---::. Hov ,~ ·.b~~~a.llE;;t;t.e~'. A1Detj.c~,· By HILDA LOUGH
istrative , AS
.· sisfant . tO'' "the "E-/ .'-'', · · · ;
_wnr,:wet' pui-b;~e•-c~trt~:f·goa.cell.ld\..
· ~
- c_ · ·
' · • ., 'Ol'ER · . I 010 , STUDENTS •
. e.,....· o.... vu=r.s: '- :. . w=se ,&re?lJO •pro ,-ems _ CJ "" , _uJ •
Staff Writer
Pre~1dent's_Off1ce. , _ .
,
,- . ; . ' · · . ; · . .- . o,;ie''~ nere:t:l:on'"~.· . ~d:~by·allOtQerV Jill:>Of \US'llluat ' :face
SP&UiERS . FOR · T ,H,E" :._ are. eligrble;:-to receive Bach- ~ , tfiem.;.•_ :.;·'.:.\" : ·1. ·,. , • ·-~-- . • ,
• ,- .
• • , ;, '." • . .
A national firm has offered
--, •.
- ,
·· · : '. _.. elor1~. D~g:r,~es a~d 134· to re- \ , . .
the -All-University Rathske}l'ar
. • \ . -ceive " ¥.asters, according to, , . 4 ~ )@,- e~ e~11:a'tion ,in:the, hU!!!aIJ;1ili~s, ~ ,:sci~ce·s ~ac~e~ . .
. Committee t wo proposals for
d ■ . , - the President's records.
-us:t~t .t,h~-~a.J: p~r to -dea.1.-~th-these pro?}.ems conies..
· the construction of a Rath~
out o"t'~~
hilmlm-mind> and the human heart-. , All pa,wer - . •
..
·
· _ . •·: How:ver, records a~Q ~10~.r>,' muat,~ ·-<ifs~¥>:wied ~ traine4:•in:elligence an_d-'-te~e~d . .
skellar or tavem on campus.
~- · · ·
.
.· that ·smce last .June an ~addi- · . ·by comp~si<?~' · ' . · • . .
·
.--'
- The firm, University Sys1_ ti.anal
i
··
1 037 -have received ·, · · . ··.' • :· · ·_-.
.- ·
· -; · .
· · :·
tems, . Lb}., of Washington, '
Ea.ch of you is -a center of power . . Your ·proj'essioM,1.--or 'soci-al.
4
D.C., specializes in the con'.B~chelors and
or ·re~~o~-or poli!~car:~1\v1,t y- .wilLde~enuine•t!1e; sliai,e,
. have re-:
•
·
-c
ce1ved_Maste.rs.
the Mure
_of -Y,o~
,-nat:ion,•;and .pt1• the. ~' _rld_.r _ .. ·;• ___ _ .
struction and operation of
•
_ __ , _ _ _ _
.
• .'
·such
entertainment centers on
The question as~e~ by your gen~rat:1.on,- Wey?. -- is one.·that
A ' pi nel discussion ~n the
college
campuses.
mu.st
be
an~red
not
only
by
the·
qua:tity
of·
your
rhetoric
but
Last Oracle Issue ·
proposed· Black · studies . pro. by the quaJ,it y o:f your 11ves. I ? ~ .in .your college years
THE. FIRM'S LAST project
will be sponsored-by the
that we we~ first made aw-are o:f those "people ' talking without
Fo.r .Quarter Ill
was the renovation/ of ' a
spee.ldng, •people_hearing w1t!Jout, llsteriing.·11 •
•
Committee for a Rational Unisection of the Student Union
.•This is the last issue ·of The
versity' tCRU) Thursday · eveWhat
-you
ha.ve.-,
b
rought
.and wiJ.l... continue, to.'bri:ng to ..iaeri~an · ,
at American University. An
ing af 7· o'clock in the Busi- Oracle -for Quarter ill. The
11:fe _is JlOt.,t he sound· of silence~ but··the--sound of a gel)eration
Early American Tavern was
next
publication
will
be
June
ness Administration
Auditori.-which will work to ensure that-7 in' the· words of William '
:
I
constructed, following the
18. Philip R1,mnels will remain
Faulkner, 11 • • •man will not merely endure: he .will. prevail. 11
urn.
\
'decor
· of the taverns in
Pahei.ists include: Larry · editor for Quarter VI. His
Williamsburg,
Virginia.
Adderly, Frank. Biggins, Dean staff . will.- be announced· in the
·
UNIVERSITY
systems'· .first
Quarter
IV.
first
iss~e
of
Russell ·cooper, Ray Hook!5,
proposeµ
would
call · for the
£rofessor Robert Johnston,
.,
renovation of the south side
Eugene Roberts, director of
of the University Center (UC)
admissions, Professor Gracafeteria and possibly the
ham· Solomons and · Mike
coffeeshop
at a cpst of less
Turner.
than $100,000.
·
Af.t~r- a . brief presentation
•
--.,
't • . .
·
The
second
proposal
calls
by each of the panel ~emfor the construction of a sepabers; the floor will be open for
rate
building on campus, to
questions.
•
the specifications of the stu- "' - -- - -'- .
.
,,.
dent body. In that case, the
Beginning June 16, all cam- Shop, . and the Golf Pro Shop - . Persons concerned are ad- cost of construction could
pus' check cashing stations . will continue to accept checks· vised by letter the day a check reach $200,000 to $250,000.
All construction or renovawill make a 10-cent charge for for exact amount of purchase is returned to the Unis.:ersity.
Cfrcle K's "Fast Day" last each check cashed and take at no charge.
If the item has not been tion costs would be financed
Wednesday .resulted in over an identification photograph
cleared within seven days, the by University Systems, or the
"As the. closest banks are
$800 · -being collected for the of the student or staff memUniversity cashier's office ini- entire operation could be conBiafra-Nigeria food drive in ber cashing it. The new · thr.ee miles from the campus, tiates collection a c t i o n structed a nd operated by the
cooperation with UNICEF.
charge is to cover the cost of and they ordinarily do not through Justice of the Peace firm at no cost to the Univercash checks for thos~ who are
Over 1,700 meals were do- the photographic equipment.
Court with costs becoming the sity.
not depositors, the University
nated by residents for the
IF OPERATED BY Univerresponsibility of the person
Checks for up to $50 will provides the check cashing
cause. · Morrisons' and the
who cashed the returned sity Systems, the proposed
Allen O'Hare Company (Fon- continue to be cashed at the service as a convenience· to check.
tavern would provid~ jobs for
tana Hall) contributed $428.25 cashier's office in the Admin- both students· and <;taff,"
A returned check not made nearly 60 students at Federal
- the cost of the meals - to istration building and at the Rodgers said.
good ,is treated as' a delin- minimum wage.
bookstore.
The University's returned quent account by the Univerthe drive.
The Rathskellar Committee
The remainder of the
In addition to a separate check service charge, now sity and, therefore, a student must negotiate through Stumoney was collected through check cashing station at the $2.50 should not be confused cal}.not re-register or . obtain dent ·Government (SG) with
canisters located around cam- University Bookstore, one with the charge made by com- transcripts until the account the Administration and the
pus.
.
cash r egister will be set up to mercial banks for bad checks is cleared. If the bad check, local authorities concerning a
Circle K now plans to take accept checks for the exact which ranges from $2 to $4 in not made good, was for pay- bee; license for the Rathskeltheir campaign off campus to amount of purchase, for this area and. does not cover ment of University charges, lar.
-t he service organizations in which there will 1be no charge. any attempt to collect on the current registration is
The ' Washington firm has
Also Argos Shop, Andros them.
the Tampa Bay area.
cancelled.
suggested that it would be

,.'->:; .· ·

t}uested that the Hillsborough
eounty legislative deleg~tion
be. requested to meet with representatives of the Afro~ef~~fs~at:~:tyro: :s~:

ot .

possible to construct either
project without serving beer,
but the committee feels that
tius would considerably de-:
tract , from the atmosphete
and purpose of the Rathskellar as defined by the committeei
THE VARIOUS subcommit:,.'
tees are researching the
liquor and zoning restrictions
in Hillsborough County, and
will compile their reports
within a few weeks for presentation to President JohnAllen.
Bob Meyer and Richard
Plocica, chairman and cochairman of the ·committee,
favor the construction of a
separate facility.
"IT WOULD BE preferable
if we could have the Rathskellar totally separated from the
UC," said Meyer, · "however,
this may not be feasible if
there are any legal restric- .
tions prohibiting private enterprise from building on
campus."
·
He continued, "This Rathskellar bas the potential of
making USF a place where
students will want to stay
after classes rather than leaving as soon as possible. Even
if beer is not -possible, it
would be better than nothing."
Plocica added, "We do not
want a renovated cafeteria
that only changes the basic
appearance and fails to fulfill
the need for privacy, relaxation and entertainment. A
present Administration plan
will be a failure if it is constructed without the direct involvement" of the student
body."
SG Preside!lt Steve Anderson stated that SG will not endo:r:se plan~ for the Rathskellar without a thorough investigation of all possible avenues
of approach.

A
.
.
_ Editor's Note: Against a rising wave of black militancy on ·campus~s across "the nation, and t~e rece~t
peaceful articulation by the USF Afro-American Soci- .
ety of demands for a Black Studies program, The _
Oracle asked reporter John Thomson to write this
analysis of what local black student leaders are saying, thinking and planning fo achieve their goal for
fiJ]ler meµibership in the University community.
Admittedly, ·this article is written through the
eyes of a white student and may lack the "soul" interpretation which a black writer might have given it.
But .reporter Thomsqn .has worked !ong weeks in a
sincere effort to report as completely and as faithfully
as possible so ·sensitive a subject: One measure of that
sensitivity was the reluctance a.nd hesitation on the ·
pa.rt of some black leaders t,o "open up" to a white reporter.
What follows then is a sampling of just one point of
view - that of the black student leadership. It may .
frighten or anger some readers, or give others en- -·
couragement to hope. But given .the urgency of the
times, no reasonable man who searches for fair and
peaceful solution can afford t.o be ignorant of th,e rapidly emerging and changing nature of the black student position.

*

By J~HN THOMSON
Perplexed by the structural motif of the "Black liberation
movement," whitey is a little scared.
,
As thousands of Black men and women -begin taking to th.e
streets as. armed " soul brothers" in the h6at of city ghettos in
the summer, people began to see that to the poor, as USF Black
student Frank B1ggins said, " A book of matches costs only a
penny."
.
And as the Man began to "understand" th~ problems, with
his Model Cities ;and his legislation, he was dealt another
blow. This time it was America's campuses. Prided on their
liberal values, the democratic process and as "the market
places of i~eas," the Howa rds and the Cornells and the Braµdeis' of the nation knelt to the rifles and rocks of angry young
Blacks.
The spectre of "Black liberation" is hanging high over
White America.
AT USF THE MOVEMENT was slow in m aterializing, as it
was throughout the South, due to diminutive Black enrollments
and the opposition of adamant White and Black southern cul~
tures. But, as ~nrollment grows, so does a ctivism. In November, 1968, SG !3enator steve Anderson (riow president), a White, and Otha L. F avors, Jr., a Black, then head of
the Community Relations Service, attended a conference on ra-

• (Please See BLACKS, Page 5)
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Allen Hosts

Lower Fees

Sentlte Axes ,New Policy On Parking'.
On Student Organizations Violations
l

By RAY ZOGORSKI
· News Editor

The University S e n a t e,
Thursday voted down a proposal which •would encourage
tlie Board of Regents to adopt
a registration policy concerning student organizations.
organizations
Presently,
must petition for approval
through the Office of Student
Organizations, Office of Student Affairs, the Student Affairs Committee and president
· John Allen.
Roger Coe, Student Government (SG) Senator delared at
the April meeting that the
issue, was really Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS).

••

.

'

'

\

nizations as opposed to the
recognition or approval process, organizations merely reg-·
ister with the University.
Debate centered on whether
the issue was academic in nature, and therefore under the
jurisdiction of the Senate. The
Senate is a recommendation
body to Pres. Allen.

'

vote not to table the motion
would be an indication that
the Senate thought the matter
was academic, he said.,

-THE FINAL MOTION WAS
defeated by a 6-1 'vote with
one abstention. Dean of Student Affairs Herbert Wunderlich, Dean of- Administrative
Affairs Elliott ,Hardaway, and

Phyllis- Marshall, director of
Student Organizations were
among those voting against ,
.
the proposal.
Russell Cooper, Dean of the ·
College of Liberal Arts, and
Edwin Martin, dean of College of Basic Studies and the
Student Government delegation of eight senators voted
for the resolution

_

•. ,

ALLEN DOUBTED · THE
matter was academic, in that
it does not deal with "matters
concerned .with the classroom."
Professors , Charles . Arnade and Robert Hilliard, SG

H0 us Ing
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Deadline Set
For Cap And

Ghazi R. Aboulhosn thanked
USF Pres. and Mrs. John S.
Allen held a farewell recep- ,Pres. Allen, saying "on behalf
tion for USF's international ,of the international students
students last Sunday in the and thank you, Mr. President,
UC Presidential Dining Room. and all of the {acuity and staff
About 40 studepts attended members for all you have
,
the reception. The girls of the · done for us."
1
Aboulhosn added, "it is
Atheneum Club, USF women's
Graduating seniors, masters
The , Board of Regents honor society, were co-hosts. true, Mr. President, _that the
and faculty memcandidates,
THE RECEPTION was also words are blind syllables
recently approved a motion
be~ ".'ho .plan to a~end the
submitted, by · USF's All-Univ- attended by men.ibers , of the indeed and insuffleienCto
,commencement exercises on
ersity Traffic- and Parking faculty and staff. Dr. ?,farlt press 9ur gratitude,.
"LET ME·illustrate," Aboul- June 15 may pick up caps and
Committee "to lower the non- -, Orr, diairtnan of Intematlonmoving violations (parking al Relations · at USF,- arid hOl!ln said, "that when the gowns in University ,Center
h
,
Im
Dean of Men ~rles · H.
fines) to a flat fee of $2."
e comes when we ave to (U.C.) room 208.
The $2 fine f·or' such vi·ola- Wildy, w·ho al.so -se ed as th·e t_
return to our homes, on the
'
tions will be effective as of dean of fo~eign 1it1,1dents, were : one hand, we will be looking
Caps and gowns may be
. ,._,_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ,,~orward . ·
_present.
the fall qu~er.
_
picked up Monday though next
. - · ~: . "On the other hand, howev- Wednesday from 8 a.m_. to 8
.
.
Fines f_o r parking violations
er, I was never aple to fiitire 1 p.m. After next Wednesday,
had previously been $1 for_the
out· how to handle a situation inqµire at _the University Cen. ·,
first offense, $3°for· the -~econd .'
·. when you have'·two_ peoples ter Bookst:ore.
··
offense, and $5 for the third ·
· ancl two nations, and you.are
.
-.:, ··
offense.
' ---------se_11a_ra_b1_e_fro_m_b_oth_-'__
_1n___
THE REGENTS .\IBO
.!
prov~ , ~other proposal
~-the conµmttee for payment of
fines by an envelope method. ·1 The USF chapter of the
As of ·-fall_ quarter, American Associattpn -~t·Unitickets will have a gummed _versity Prof1?5sors (AAVP)
edge and wijI tie used as. enve-_\ will meet today at 4 p.m> h}
"University Ce!lter 203.
lopes. ,A4er the student
dePQsited·his fine he will seal · . Dr. Graham Salomo~, asthe ' envelope ar:d mail the . socia~e <profe~r of chetmstry
payment directly to the Uni- and ·chapter president, :'ur!~ versity Cente~ Security Office. all ~~hers to attend.
-~ report ~f ai: ~~P C?ll?-·
, Students must presently pay
their fines in person at the Se- m1ttee .rn,a.king mqull}es mto
---the case-· of Roger Coe, who .
curity Office.
The motion to lower the has been accuse4 ~f _po.sses~
fines was · presented by Eu- sion ot _st?len-Uttiversity, proP:
gen~ Gold, Student Govern- erty, _will_.be pres'~ted by Dr.
m~nt representative and H. C. Kiefer, c ~ and
member of the Traffic Com- ,professor Qf Humamqes. ·
A brief report · of another
mittee
Ofhe~ members of the com- committee making inquiries ,
mittee are Charles Butler, Di- . into the., c~e1_ of the- late DI::,
rector of Physical Plant, and. · ..John L~wson _o( the_College of/
John Freehan. A third com-·~ Education will be ,presented
mittee member is to be ap- by Dr. A .. M. · ·S ande~n, · .
~airm~rf an,d professor of_~
pointed. ..

Gown _Pick. Up

-ex-

AAUP ', Meels··: :;,..
Tdy.' At 4·, :;.., -·~·
a:; - ,0 ·a_

FOR RESIDENTS of Anprogram, King outlined a series of new · Food Service dros .Complex the 21-meal
be ff
Senators Betsy Tonkin, Doug
e ec- plan will be mandatory. Stuplans that will also
I
Q
f
·
Griffin, and Coe disagreed.
tive or uarter . He sa1"d, dents now residing in Andros
Arnade said he "made a po- "We -h-a ve been studying this on the 15-meal plan may conSDS HAS BEEN DENIED litical move" in requesting th!? problem since · last Septem- tinue to participate in this
motion be tabled because it ~," and these plans are the p}an, •and students now Oll the
recognition at USF.
Under registration of orga- wasn't an academic matter. A · · liest that could be formulated 21-meal plan in Andros may
-----=----------------- - and introduced at this time. elect to change to the 15-meal
For residents of Argos Cen- plan for the coming year.
ter Residence Halls, several After this opportunity to
options in Food Service Plans change, all students in Andros
are now available: 1) no food niust remain on the 21-meal
service plan of any type, 2) a plan, while the 15-meal plan
· plan which will allow the stu- will be phased out as students
dent ro have one meal per on this plan graduate or leave
day, all of the same meal, USF. Students moving into
convey our apologies to the such as 5 breakfasts, 5 lunch- the Andros Complex from any
By RICARDO PLANAS
facuity and staff for the meth0 _ es, or 5 dinners, 3)_ the other location must be on the
Staff Wri~r
ods through which action was 15-meal plan as it now exists, 21-meal plan.
4) or .the. 21-meal plan as it
Students not -on the "Andros
Andrew C. Rodgers, chair- taken," be added.
now exists.
who wish to eat in AnPlan"
man of the Committee on
The methods of implementStudents on the 21-meal dros dining room will be able
Space Use, has issued a state- ing the policy, said Rodgers,
ment of- apology to faculty were not correct )md will not plan will be required to eat in to purchase a complete meal
Andros Cafeteria. Stu.dents for a fixed price which has
and staff for the action taken be followed in the future.
par_tlcipating in one of the
· ------by custodial :personnel on
The method intended was to other plans will be free to eat not yet been determined. No
"a la carte" service will be
· approach the faculty directly
March 20.
either in the Argos cafeteria
to ask for their cooperation in or the UC cafeteria. Argos available in Andros.
, In what appar~ntly was a requesting bulletin boards and
King, when questioneq as to
on
closed
be
v,:ill
cafeteria
breakdown of communication, · removing signs from walls
Saturday and Sun~ay begin- the reasons for the implemeriemployees . f r o in Physical and doors.
ning Quarter I. The UC cafe- tation of this· requirement in
. Plant · removed signs faculty
Rodgers said that what took teria will be· on an "a la Andros Complex, said that
since the students on the
ha~ posl'ed· on their doors and place. was "a misinterpretacarte'' basis on the weekends, 21-meal plan will be constantwalls.
tion that can happen to any! in addition to the existing ser- ly eating on campus, that they
Dr. John liichard · Lawson~
yice on w~kdays.
Rodgers said, "We con- body." ,
deserve and have the right to 41, associate professor of edti-veyed to the faculty committhe best dining · facilities on cation, died May 26 from an
tee that the method carried on
campus. In -~ddition, since a apparent overdose of sleeping
was not proper and not inportion of the· food service as- pills, according to the Temple
tended for faculty or staff. We
sessment is · earmarked for Terrace Police Department.
.
•
.
t
·,_
also asked the committee to
Lawson received his bachepaying off the bonds held on
the · Andros Complex's build- lor's and master's degrees
ings, a fixed amount of in'- from the University of Necome must be established ip braska. A veteran of the Koorder to plan properly to meet rean War, Dr. Lawson was a
Sen.
by
offered
was
bill
The
to
want
wouldn!t
"You
throw the baby out with the Richard Deeb, R-St. Peters- these obligations. The pro- member of the Unitarian
plans provide a meansd ChurclJ, the American Psybathwater, would' you?" was burg, and was supported by posed
·
chological Association and the
such a fixe
establishing
of
of
members
Pres. John S. Allen's reaction almost half of the
American
•
•
·
.
.
amount.
.- - ·· ·· - - ~ • Association of Unito -a bill •submitted -to the Flor- the Senate. It will take a ·tw9:- ~ ~~ - ~ -< 1 ~ ... - ·- ·
new versity Professors: .
~
that
said
Ai.so
·
HE
..
bill
the
permit
to
vote
thitps
at
tenure
The Student Health Services ida Senate to abolish
has announced a change in its Florida . state universities, as to ·be considered at this ses- . food ~programs-t-o.-be instituted - .Pr. 1=,awson Jomed USF
19
.
Clinic hours. The new hours reported -- by . ti):e Associated sion "since the deadline for'in- in....th'e Androf; Complex wilf be . 'Sept. l! 68. .
1 n cl u d.e his
~urvivQrs
.
people
cause
will
"which
ones
_,
-:passed.
has
bills
troducing
, are from 3 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m. Press. ···
' t o wait in lines •to get in on widow, Margaret; two daugh------~len noted that less than .
instead of the 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ters, Dawn and Susan Lawson
.
the ,action.' -. . _ _
ohe-~alf of one, per cent of the
schedule. ·
and a brother, Ronald Lawthe
·
tlrrough
that
said
Kmg
·
considered
faculty. could.
· Dr. Robert L. Egolf, direc- activists; with the rest quietly
.' implementation df- this new _son,
tor of the center, said the rea- doing their jobs. ·The measure
plan. in Andros "that changes
son for -the change is "to would ·apply to te{tching posiwill be . no less than drastic.'.'
avoid the unhappy situation of · tions, as well as admlnistraHowever, Kfrig declined to
a student coming to see the tive professional positions.
A course designed to assist elaboi:ate on these changes as
dq:tors at• five minutes to 4
they are- still~in the planning
The bill was attacked by
p.m_ and still reasonably ex- Stephen C. O'Connell, presi- candidates in preparing for st
ages.
the · ,Uniform Certified Public
pect to be attended. The hour dent of the University of Flor- Accountants Examination will
Describing his proposed inbetween 4 p.m. and 5 p.m; is ida, who said one consequence
novations in food serv1r!e in
A six-week course ' in "Deone of our busy times," he would be loss <;>f accreditation be offered by the Center for Andros from a business stand- veloping Musical Awareness
added.
to state· educational institu- Continuing Education at USF p_o(nt, _King said "You are our in Young Children" for chil, _customers, and I want your dren three to five-years-old
tions, with -the result that in- July 11 to November l.
Emergency hours will reA total of 109 classroom_ business.'' ·
a
d
i
r
o
1
F
outside
stitutions
will be held June 18-July 24 at
main unchanged. The regular
EVEN mOUGB students in USF.
Aours will be r~uired for !he
givfrom
prevented
be
would
schedule for· emergency 1s 8
The non-credit course, sponing full recognition of degrees five courses m accounting Argos will have the option to
a.m. to 5 a.m.
by the Center for Consor:ed
board
,
their
eliminate
totally
~cco~tcost
t8:"_ation,
!heory,
issued by Florida Ul)iversities.
Robert Mautz, R e g e n t s mg, a~diting, and financial plans, outside vendors will tinuing Education, will be
still be unable to deliver on conducted by Dr. Virginia
Chancellor, and Dr. J. Stanley accounting.
M~rshall, acting president of
The sessions, held on con- campus because of security Bridges, associate professor
The Senior Accounting Qr. Florida State University, both secutive Friday evenings and problems which would arise of Music Education:
During the sessions, parent
ganization will honor graduat- warned lthat the- measure Saturday mornings, will meet from their presence.
The I o w e r i n g in the and child will explore togethmg members at a luncheon at · would be a blow td the state in the USF Business Adrriinis1 :45 this afternoon in Univer- university system. Mautz pre- tration building. The fee housing-age-minimum is also er the areas of sound, movedieted it would hinder recruit- schedule for the complete · applicable to students in Fon- · ment and pitch, melody and
sity Center 256.
ing of new professors.
rhythm instruments.
tana and De Soto Halls.
course will be $150.
Rep. William Conway, DFaculty guests will include
Wednesday and Thursday
The requirement for mandiFor further information conDr. Robert S. Cline, Dean of Ormond Beach, chairman of cerning the program and fees tOJ;Y 21-meal food service in sessions will be offered, with
the College of Business Ad- the House Higher Education for individual courses, contact Andros will not be applicable limited enrollment in each.
ministration; Dr. Louis C. Committee, felt the measure the Center for Continuing to students in the College of Further.. information on regisJurgensen, chairman of Ac- was too severe, although he Education at USF. In Tampa, Education's Intern Program tration and fees is available
counting and Business Law; said tenUl'e policies should be 988-4131, ext. 403 . and in St. during. :the quarter which they at the Center for Continuing
, stiffened.
and accounting instructors.
· Education, ext. 403. •
·are interning off-campus.
Petersburg, 898-7414.

_\~, _ ·.

has

Rodgers Apologizes
For· 'Tear-.Down'

,.Journalism.

'

. ·

, •.,, ,;

~.

Libra_ry .Sets Hours ' ' :Dr. Lawso'n , For
Break ._,
o·1es.,·M~-Y-26 .·-~break. as' ·will

'Health Center ·

.A~creditation Loss.If ·Tenure GOes?

~Unhappy' And
Changes Hours

oe

,
Con. Ed. Offers _
paratory \ .
Pre_
CPA Course

New Music
Course Set

·(i)uarter

·., .The. :~

Jhe. IJbraey

O~;·durl.Qg ,the ~ r

··

follows:
,
8
June J.Z.lS: . a.m. to s ·p.m.
·
June l4-l5: closed.
-·

·are

·June l6:-8 a.JD. to 5 p.m.. -:
June l7: resume regular
. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_h_o_ur_s_

FREE
SOAP
to

USF
Students
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
At

KOIN~
KLEEN
LAUNDROMAT
°TEMPLE TERRACE_
SHOPPING
CENTER
OPEN 5:30 A.M.10:30 P.M.

Accountants Meet

GOLDEN GATE
SPEEDWAY ,

AND AGAIN •••

SELL YOUR BOOKS
AT

ON ANY
LARGE

STOCK CAR RACES
Located On E. Fowler• ½ Mi. W. of U.S. 301.
A Hop and Skip From the University

EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M.
FRIDAY: LATE MODELS & TORNADO
SATURDAr: S_PRINTS, EARLY MODELS,
BOMBERS
Golden Gate Speedway
ADULTS 2.00 CHILDREN 6-12 YRS. 50c

soc OFF
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GOOD THRU
JUNE 12

I

I

I
I
I
I

J
I

1-

BOOK EXCHANGE

BRING YOUR BODY AND
USF ID CARD TO

1
I

-,,YOUR PRICE''·

..ON ANY
SMALL

Sponsored By
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
d
l
,
an
Sf'udent Government

:THE

PIZZ16HU T·

3405 E. HILLSBORO
716 ·N. DALE MABRY
8426 N. FLORIDA

COLLECTING BOOKS
JUNE 9, 10, 11
UNIVERSITY CENTER RM. 251
SELLING BOOKS -JUNE 16,17,18

PH. 238-1212
PH. 817-1912

FOLLOW THE ARROWS
\
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AREA CODE

813: 988-41"31

JUNE 4,-1969

· Dear USF Students:
As the current academic year draws to a close, many of you will be leaving our
campus for the last time as a student. For those graduating we would like to wish
you much success in whatever endeavors you undertake. For-those of you who will
be returning this summer or next fall, we look forward to serving you again soon.
We at the USF Bookstore a~d Campus Shops have enjoyed serving you in both your
Qcademic and recreational requirements, and we hope that ~~ most cases .the service
,
has been satsifactory-:
As you pfepare for the trip Home, a··vacation trip, or the start of acareer~-many
of you will look _at your (Jtcumulation of textbooks and decide to rush down and convert as many as possible to cash. Before doing so, it should be pointed out that the
book you pla~ to dispose of has served you well (in most cases) as a tool to further
your education. Tex_tbooks seldom dccount ·for more than two or three ·percent of
your total education bill, probably less than the price of a cup of coffee or cold drink
per hour spent in the classroom,_and still have substantial value.

For your information, there were approximately 4,600 required textbook titles
used at USF during the past year (a quantity of over 357,000 books). Of that totcil,
approximately 25% to 30% will be replaced by new editions, about 15% will be
discontinued, and for the balance we will pay approximately 50% of the purchase
price when we know they will be used again. Those being discontinued will bring the _
best available prices offered from outside sources, depending on the national demand. The old editions will bring very little, if anything, but if there is a market we
wi II find it.
\

We hope <di of you have a pleasant summer, and that we'll have .the pleasure of
serving you again.

Sincerely,

THE STAFF OF THE
USF BOOKSTORE AND CAMPUS SHOPS
.

'

Before disposing of your books in whatever manner you choose, check them
carefully, keeping as many as possible that might have (uture use, e_ither as reference books or to start your own personal library. Those books which you do decide
to dispose of, take to the store of your choice. We will make the best offer possible,
and if it meets with your approval, we are both satisfied.

E>~CLE

-~ ~ f @ _ _ _ _ f @ J @ _ _ j ~

4-U, of South Florida, June 4, 1969

EDITOR.IA LS AND COMMENlARY

University Senate Musi
HClve Order And Dignity
·~

..._

.

.•

ficient because it does not allow for conone wished to bring it to the floor he
-, I\...'.., ••
sideration Qf ALL business and greatly could do so under the heading of the last
.-~q~·i•, ~
facilitates if not creates confusion about
item on the agenda, which is designated
_,. ' ....
"Other." However, a faculty senator those matters which are considered.
:. ,..,
,-:,1.1r:,
; The following is from an address I · pointed out to me after the meeting that
It .has been brought to my attention
made to the Student Government Legis"Other" has only come around once this
by ,Dean Wunderlich that the Senate ·
year prior to yesterday due to the
Council, not Dr. Allen, is responsible for
II?-ay ' be hackneyed, but it's seems that some individuals -wish lature last Thursday, May 29.
"Since being ·elected Senator I have limit of the meetings.
ordering the agenda for Senate meetings.
true: The times they are a chan- to keep the place a "coffee shop"
You ·can see that under such an agen'
/ attende..d three University Senate meetThis may be the case ; however, the fact g i ~ . and changing for the bet- and not a Rathskeller.
ings. None of them were particularly irnda
a resolution that has been tabled · remains that it was within Dr. Allen's
ter for once .
. May we remind tho~e so in- pressive, with •the exception that at the
remain on the table for months .. power as-presiding officer to -recognize a
- TI$ week has seen some long clined that we already HAVE a meeting yesterday I witnessed the most · might
until it is outdated or eventually forgotto· permanently alter the agepda,
overdue alterations in several dog- coffee shop. -And may we also em- · flagrant disregard of parliamentary pro- ten. And yet; a motion to provide for motion
and he ch9se not to do so. Although Dr.
ma¢ policies at USF.
phasize that those in the Rathskel- · cedure I have ·ever seen. The distin- consideration of Old .and Unfinished Allen's method of conductin~ the Senate.$.Y KING, director of Housing · ler business would seem to be· the guished pr.esident of USF, John S. Allen, Business on the agenda was not recog- lends to expediency, it allows for less
and Food Service, announced that persons best · suited for building presided over the Senate as though it nied by the presiding officer . . .
· thoroughness and robs the Senate of the
the Il}andatory food plan\has been such-a place. ·
were an informal meeting of the Fifth
"Later Dr. Allen .adjourned the meetdignity befitting a body of that nature
ing without having recognized or called and purpose.
, Avenue Bridge Club. Let me cite a few
dropptd and that students, as of
fqr a motion for adjournment. In fact,
' THE BOARD OF REGENTS e,xample.
'
Quanter I, will be allowed to live
THERE ARE THOSE who have
there were still two senators who had
has
passed
a
reduction
in
traffic
"First
of
all,
without
having
had
the
off c'am2,us upon rep.ching their
termed
the S.G. Legisl_a ture as "Mickey
further
business.
fines,
effective
next
Septem~er,
reroll
called,
Dr.
Allen
went
directly
into
20th birthday.
.
"THESE . ARE A FEW EXAMPLES Mouse," but I submit to· you that in that
ducing
all
_
fines
for
non-moving
the
~nsideration
of
new
busines.5.
The
Not only is this an indication
category the University $enate is far to
- I can cite more if reque:;ted to do
for this is that there is no provithat USF is growing physically; violations to _$2, regardless of the reason
the fore• (at least, in the meetings). The
sion (?n the agenda, nor has there EVER
so .. ·. "
as well . . . .slowly re- num~r.of vi~lations.
but-mentally
been, to the . best of my knowledge, for
___,
Seriate·could be a very powerful, very efI wish to emphasize that the above is
limluishing the concept of "in loco
Not only does this recognize the the consideration of Old and Unfi-nished ·. NOT· a personal attack on Dr. Allen. · fective, and very efficieny decision-·
paJ_·entis." ·
tight parking _situation on campus, Bilsihess. A point of order was raised However, it IS an expression of strong making body - but NOT UNTIL it is ·at
nlE BLACK STUDIES pro- but it gives students a monetary suggesting that it was out of order to disapproval of Dr. Allen's highly improp- least given some order and dignity. H it
and highly inefficient manner of 'con- is ever to function to the full realization
gram is also shaping up: more evi- relief - since most students' bud- consider new business before consiqering ✓er
ducting the Senate meetings. Improper of its purpose, it is imperative that Dr.
gets
don'f
include
an
extra
$10
or
a
resolution
tabled
at
the
previous
Sendence that the University IS conAllen effect the procedural order explibecause it does not follow STURGIS,
_
ate meeting.
·
cerned
with students and their so for tql.ffic fines.
•
In reply, Dr Allen -sa:id that th·e resowhich is the parliamentary reference the cated in .STURGIS, and I strongly ·urge
.
nerds.
And finally, the Student Govern- lution was still on the table, and if some- University Senate purportedly ·uses. Inef- him to do so.,

..
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STUDENT COMMENTARY'
By MARY ~GARET RUTLEDGE
Student Senator

'Changin' ,Jimes'

::i.f

time

.

.

:A · Rathskeller has been pro-

posed. This represents still ~mother
st~ toward the long-awa,ited Total.
Uz!iversity at USF. H8wever, it

ment is working industriously
toward making USF an educational center with the emphasis where
it belongs - on -student education.

Gassed Out Of
'Peoples Pilrk;'
·More On Coe
In these times of trial, tribulation,
pol-ice brutality and of course "campus
violence"; it was consistent with the
mood of the nation to witness what happened last week at Berkeley.
A TRIUMPH OF RESTRAINT; love
for fellow man and dignity of the individual - that is what describes the magnificent way · in which the Alemeda County
Sheriff's depa.rt:rpent handled itself. Why
it was like watching an instant replay of
Daley's gestapo men.
The "violent" students at Berkeley
wanted to set up a park. HOW HORRIBLE. And so after buying swings and
junglegyrns they proceeded to plant
~hruobery .in a vacant lot. HOW IMMORAL. After they did these clandestine ,
deeds children and other citizens of the
community started to use the park. BOW
INDECENT.
It wa!;! _at .this juncture that the administration at Berkeley decided, a park
was, indeed, a horrible, immoral and ~decent thing. The next step was a series
of conferences between students · who
wanted to keep the park and administration officials who wanted the park to be ·

)Jy

JERRY ·
STERNSTEIN

WHAT THE GRADUATES FACE

A· Good Group

turned into a soccer field. (Berkeley
currently has six.)
The talks resolved only the fact that
~There is a group on campus it has also been adopted this quarthe administration would not allow the
th;it has accomplished quite a bit -ter as a result of the Parliament.
. park to continue as a park. It was then
during its short existence . . . the Credit for CBS 303 is being given to
that the ''violent" students gathered in
students for reading -and reviewing
Artlerican Idea Parliament.
the park to demonstrate their demand to
~.· Formed at"th_e end of the second books for future use in American·
the
transition
from
the
essentially
false
nam,
and
the
U.S.
military
industrial
keep the park, or at least make the ad~
By JOHN CALDERAZZO
quarter as an innovation of Dr. Idea courses. And it has been sugEditorial Edit.or
world of the college campus, where the
complex and its financial encroachments
ministration mindful that a real need for
measure of the man is his ·grade point on far more humane domestic endeav- the park existed. The students were
Robert Warner, chairm~ of the .gested to' the.Chairman of .the~
More than ever before, graduating
De__partment, the Parliatnent,).s
·partment that less "officlal" texts college seniors (as well as thOSe more average, to the totally false postgraduate ors, he often feels he is the slave _of the tear-gassed out of the People's Park.' ·
THE NEXT DAY THE STUDENTS
effort on the part Qf Americab Id~_- "_'b e ·used and that supplementary . '·'enlightened" undergraduates) are be- world, where the measure of the man is system. He often fe~s that the economy
professors ·and students to discuss material be provided by individual · ginning to realize that the world they are his bank account and his political power. of the rountry and the world is like a - gathered again'. This time they were
BE IS SHACKLED with the uncomrunaway s1;eam locomotive careening · tear-gassed off the school grounds- into
curriculum changes within the de- 'professors which would enc1Jurage supposedly preparing to enter is a highly
fortable
ability
to
recognize
the
problems
·
furiously down the tracks of history • ·. •
the street where they were shot with
partment.
:
. use of up-to-date pamphlets ,and d~ffi~ult and ~mplex one. We are all beof
the
world,
but
realizes,
with
an
eye
on
and
that
natural
resour.ces,
human
lives,
buckshot
and birdshot from rifles. They
-THE PARLIAMENT.·consists of
articles as well a's give professors gmmng to realize that these are not easy
history, that he or anyone else probably
and even morals are nothing more than
were clubbed ·and beaten and thrqwn in
student representatives from ·all and students a' chance to study lm:es to grow up in, and we don't like it does not possess the •ability to solve the- kindling wood for that furnace's in- jail. The park was sealed off, an eight
the American \Jdea classes. Five areas individual classes are 1:"ter- a ~:-has proba.biy always been the wont ,those problems.
satiable flames.
foot fence was built around it, National
He soberly realizes that he must
AND BOW DOES sµch a mad engine
Guard jeeps and armored personnel car~
students from the group comprise , ested in. ·
of the young and emerging generation to
a cabinet that participates infacul- '
Jeff ·smith, Richard Be;m~n. lament its own proplems and predica- somehow order his life in a murky and finally stop? It blows up, of course. After riers pushed aside the swings and jungle
disorganized world - a world of the
all, society has pretty much resigned itgyms and took the -park "in the name
ty~ meetings, making suggestions · .:.. Robert Anderson, Richard Stamp,
ments as far worse than those of any
arid presenting new programs dis- Maxine Kamin, and others, have previous generation, yet I really .beUeve blind where all too often political con- self by now :to the notion that the world of.the Jaw;"
setvatives and members of the reactionis a ticking time-bomb of economic And' so ended the latest saga of ''viO:.
cussed by· the entire. Parliament. . "'-.il;ll attended faculty _m~~ti~g~__anq . we !'J.av~ caus_§to complain.
a"ry right are those who are in most,dil"e\ ;:,- chaos; ·h ~ passions~ atomic-fission :: lertt ·studene 'protestsr :: ' · :-:-:-·": .~J '"
-~The Parliament changed the met with great cooperat_ion : from··· · . 0 ~1~,BI~~~T_ ~oci~
dpoli~calofc a.- pair of glasses to see what
(tjJ~s~~ i:me, OF11d,lse , -xol,lj; ~~_ginl!-t;i,f!J;J, . ,.,.-..:.;, ~ g to the homefront, last week
caP.1prehensive · final-' exam grade the ·faculty and Chairman · ol the proble~ ~ i n~ ,-~J!Ilg 2,.~11 er 8:ll · neede
and dreatn · up your (!~n .versJ~n" of tht J ~lfick studeJ]ts of this University asserte_d
they, are talking about, and the last to
ratio, making the final count 30 per American Idea Department.
ever for-:-anwers -~ hie~ seem _more .reine~table holocaust). J'he, pply _questiQI)..,. . ~eir rigltts as human beings and to ¥
.
.
· ,- ·
mote than ever. The times seem ttuly _ realit.e it; ·and political liberals and hucent instead of 40 per cent of the
THE : ORACLE supports ~ the uniqu'i ,3\vhat..J§, sup~y. tqe most ad: manists -and the so-called "New Leftists" remaining is that-of when -the.-bomb is .. ;iegognized as such. They presented a list
-~~·.' .ofdemands to the university for a comstbdents' grade for that quarter. '
Parliament's most recent sugges- vanced'·and educated civili,zation in histo- are- those: with excellent but misguided set to ei plode. .•-·: ·:_::. ·'.
vision
who
cannot
think
or
act
rationally
-These
are
onl_y
som'i:i
bf.
th~
p~actica).
· · ~prehensive Black Studies program, and
: The final exam is now optional.
tion that '~individual Departments ry is :-'or{ th~~~rge 'of crumbling frcim"
enough
to·
correct
the
problems
they
rec~d.
philosophic
.problems
that
·e$l)E!Cially
· without getting into a debate on its bad
American Idea students now have in ilie College of Basic Studies ini- within. '
: ..
ognize
so
welL
,
challenge
.
(or
overwbelnir
thif
_
,c;ollege
~ .. ot" good points, let us just say that it is
the choice of taking a departmen- tiate Srndent Parliaments to faciliConsfder the plight of the typical colWhen
th~
co~ge
graduate_
thi~s
graduate,
and
to
a
lesser
extent,·
__
all
of
:
needed. I hope that those officials cQnta} final to count 30 per cent of :·_, tate the flow of student ideas, opin~ lege gfaduate: -- .
of
the
-s_
e
enungly
endless
war·
m
Vietus.
'And
they're
not
fun
to
think
·about.
'
...
ce rned will not let the commission set
th'.eir grade, or having the profes- ions·, and requests within each deHe:is:faced th the task of making
· ~' up to study the demancls be tabled, voidsor's classroom evaluation consti-· partment and that the chairman or
, .ed, shoved in a closet or put as "other"
~te their total average.
an elected member from each Par-·
oµ:some University meeting agenda.
t NEXT QUARTER there will be
liament form a · Basic Studies Par,
01:· TBE QUESTION OF A BLACK
. . .
. ... '
.
comprehensive departmental liament to discuss and present in. ··.... :studies program at USF is the chance
. -the administration has been hopefully
final.
.
terdeparthlent . ideas, opinions and
-w aiting for to- prove to the students that
: The pass-fail system· for CBS - views to and by students." .
indeed, it is responsive.
3P3 and 304 was suggested to the
Maybe other departments '):¥ill ·
.
Also here .at USF last week, Senator
faculty and received support. By not meet with such success, ~~ybe · _
Roger
Coe was bound over for trial. Isn't
the fall this request will hopefu1ly the faculty members will not Qe asthat are teaching you passing on a cor-'
ByKENl\lAGID
that peachy.keen. Senator Coe's situation
rect picture of · what is happening? Are
h~ put into effect. .
cooperative as the American Id_~a ·
Student Commentary
\
.
(Oracle editorials, May 14 and 21) is not
professors aware of the problems that
-Are you informed,? Are. the schQJars
: A new program for course cred- faculty. But it is worth a try.· · ·· '
un]ike
that of a giraffe whose long neqk
1, .
confront Ol.Jr society?
between
experts
.
has
been
removed, after which the ~gi. '
All disciplines within the university municative interaction
~
raffe
just
isn't
the same.
community are interrelated to some ex- is stifled. '
The indictment of Coe was harsh pun·
The
loss
of
this
great
potential
should-tent. This necessitates the expert in one
ishment for a student who works . over•
be mourned by everyone. A professor's
field to venture into another field to obf
'
.
.
.
time
as a spokesman for the students of
•
v~ted -interests -often preclude true
tain relevant information which will enthis
univerf,ity.
.
open-mindedness.
••
able him to better stxucture and organize
The charges against him served
IMAGINE ilQW MANY NEW conhis own discipline.
warning , to those active and concerned
cepts or ideas could be formed if interBY INOORPORATING his information
, students, that you can only be active and
Perhaps in the future you
-EpITOR·:
something for what it / nsures we niust work to correct the
with other areas outside his prescribed . disciplinary. communication really existconcerned up to a point, after which you
:On the college campuses me as a citizen. Military ser- system, not ·to destroy it. I could check the spellings of
discipline he gains the invaluable force_ ed: The pool of knowledge· would inha_d better be careful. ,
crease ana ·if transferred effecµvely to
toilay it is "unpopular" to be vice is ALL that it requires of say humbly and honestly that names in the directoryI if it is
of relevancy. He directly relates his disThe felopy charged against him rethe students, would definitely result -in a
P<i~riotic. It is "unpopular" to a person physically, and then I love this land "of ours. Noth- not too hard for you.
cipline to others, thereby widening perflects upon Coe's personal worth and
P.S. You had better check
be-m. the.armed services. It is only males. ing can repla<:e . my country.
more useful body of knowledge.
spectives for congruency and meaning in
only be removed when he is aquitted of
We have the resources but we are not
"unpopular" to display the
SGT. .JEFF DAVIS (U.S. And that means love and· res- the spelling of my name once
a confusing and changing environment.
these charges and a statement of public
making .the mQst effective use of them.
American Flag. "Unpopular" Army), who was killed in pect for every true American, more before you publish this
Thus we welcome intelligent conversaregret is made by those responsible .for
During troubled times (student unrest,
with whom? Unpopular with Vietnam last September,_ regardless of his race, color, letter.
tion from someone who attempts to' tie
setting the charges.
ZADm SHAPIRO
riots, etc.) how many college presidents
the New Left? Most assured- wrote the following in an ear- or creed.
things togethflr.
WITH THESE LAST WORDS THEN;
lCBS
in this country consulted the experts or
ly.
_
liei letter to bis wife. He re-. .
GARRY BRIESE
How interrelated or tied together are
I
graduate;·
be ever aware, use your tal~
professors whose training related to the
the various disciplines at USF?
I have listened to student,s, quested it be opened only at
r: · .
3CBS
ents to serve humanily, confront; · chal::
problem at hand?
on USF and off, express their bis death. He died for areaf
There is an unfortunate and unwarlenge and reshape, but do not destroy for
Surely experts in the fields of socioloranteg barrier separating disciplines
idea that it would be better to son. Here is his :reason:
EDITOR:
·.the sake of destroying. "VIOLENCE ·BEgy, psychology, and others who were
which fragmatizes the university comhave a pseudo-communist · ". _ • I died for the so
After tw~nty-one · years of
GETS VIOLENCE."
· .
originally ·. employed because they c;om- ·
munity into sanctimoniou·s sections of
government. It ~eems that the called 'younger generation'-of EDITOR:
evidence, I am shocked that
·present system does not allow which I was a part, , . I died
We, the staff _members and there are still people who will
mand a certain knowledge of their fields
territorial s uperiority.
certain "constitutio_nally guar- so these members, active student assiSt ants of th e Reg- unquestionably accept the · ·
EACH DEPARTMENT is constantly ..::ciuld offer a . college president more accurate ' appraisals and valuable suggesanteed freedoms" to be ex- members of the 'younger gen- istrar's Office, wish to ex- Arab viewpoint in ,the Middle
on 'the vigil for an impending attack
tions than board of trustees.
pressed.
eration,' could have the right Press our appreciation · to the ·East conflict._ Let me set
from an outside department. The conse-:
IF BEING ALLOWED TO to do what they do. To pro- USF Security Departme~t for · some facts straight.
quences of such attitudes are detrimen~
THE RESOURCE IS AVAILABLE but
put up, for public display, test, to have long hair, go to · their efforts in making our de- -Twenty-one years ago, it
Vol. 3
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No; 39
largely untapped. The university should
tal effects on the total learning experisome of the most vile and use- the college of their choice, parture from the University was not Israel that began mil'
be the c'e nter of free dialogue, debate,
ence. The lack of meaningful communi. ACP A.LL-AMERICAN SINCE 1967
less words found anywhere is wear weird clothes, and run safer, through the directing of itary action aginst its neighcation between disciplines continues to
and communication which directly leads
" . It was not Israel that
truly "Freedom of Speech" around mixed up with no traffic at the Fowler Avenue bors
to a grMter :understanding of ourselves · ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967,-1969
isolate instructors; isolated instructors
then I question that freedom. direction at all. I died so they exit during the five o'clock violated the United Nation's
produce narrowly informed s tudents.
and our environment. Through cooperaPublished every Wednesday in the school year
Truce Agreement of 1948. It
The Free Speech Bulletin can protest the war I fought rush hour.
How many professors related their subtion and communication with the various
by the University ot- South Florida 4202 Fowler Ave.,Board has a much better use and died in."
OFFICE OF THE REGIS- was not Israel that denied acTampa,
Fla., 33620. second class pasta!J4! paid at
jects to other disciplines effectively?1
disciplines. -w.e -can bring multiple perTlmDa, Fla., 33601, under Act Df Mar. 3, 1879. Printthan what a small herd of -imWas Sgt. Davis wrong?
TRAR STAFF cess to holy places to its
How informed are your professors
spectives into view, : thus resulting in
ed By The Times Publishing Company, st. Petersburg, . \ '
mature exhibitionists a r e
Can the people who are pro. neighbors; (in violation of
concerning fields other than their own?
fewer biased opinions. based on narrowly
using it" for. These ar e the testing and verbalizing so
U.N. truce agreements). It
·Certainly no man can be an expert -in evinformed sources.
Circulation Rates
careful pondered thoughts of vehemently, on this campus
was not Israel that denied the
erything; he must consult other experts. It·is up to the professors and adminisSlngli copy (non-students) --· ·-- · · -· · _______ J0c
EDITOR:
use of international · waterM■ll subscriptions . .. •. · · --· ------ --- -- -- $4 SchOol yr•.
But when pride, distrust, fear of ·intimitrators now. - They must stop playing
a college student?
and others, be certain that the
Twice within the last three
d
h
ways to all nations. It was not
The Oracle Is written and edited by students .at
dation or ridicule exist, a barrier or
games so we can pull a now fragmenExpresse too, ave been system of government which weeks you have mentioned Israel that ordered the u.N-.
the University of South Florida. Edltorl11 views
oreln
are not necessarily those ot the USF adminobstruction
forms
so
that
rational
comcriticisms - some incorrect, they want will be as to)erant my name in your "newspath
s·
·
tize_d QS~ interd.isciplinary s_ituation_ into
istration.
some valid - of the federa l of them as they purport to be
peace forc,e to 1eave e mai.
a
v1ablt!
mteracting
community
of
·
h
igher
·
'
Offices:
University Center 222, phone 988--41311
per." You spelled - the riame
IT IS ISRAEL that has been
1
Publlsh~r and General Manager, ext. 618; News, ext:
f.m!\lli~ ~ ~~ ~
educati~n.
government and its policies, of it? Will they be able to two different ways - both under a state of seige for
619; Advertising, ext. 620. Deadlines: general news
Let's have more dialogue, debate and -and ads, Wednesday for fol lowing Wednesday; letters
especially about the Vietnam speak out publicly against this wrong! It is spelled Z-A-D-I-K tweuty-one years. It IS
· Israe1
ty assured.
to editor, 5 p.m., Thursday; classified, 2 p.m., Fri•'
' INTERACTION between the professors
day.
War (Conflict, Police Action, "new" government? Will they S-H-A-P -I-R-0 .
that.has been tr..reatened with
Peace iii. the Middle East
concerning their fields of knowledge in
Imperalist
oppression, · or be free to protest and demonThree weeks ago when you- complete death and destrucPhilip Runnels - - -- -c---- Editor
will come only when Jew a nd
Pofly Wea\'.et' - -·· · · - ------- -~- Managing Editor
relation to other · disciplines. Suggestions
whatever .you call it).
" · strate under this "new" gov- misspelled it, I had given you tion. It is Israel that is the
John Calderazzo _ ______ __________ Editorial Editor
Arab sit down TOGETHER
1
RII' ZQ9orskl ______ _______________ News Editor
such
frequent informal panel discus- . · Stuart
I may not fully understand e r n m e n t? Revolutionary a typed news release with it only economically s t a b 1 e,
and discuss the issues that diThayer _______________ _____ Makeup Edttor
sions
or
debates
(even
just
plain
rapping
the reasons for the Vietnam states are extremely intoler- spelled correctly. In ·the last democratic, and progressive
vide them. Until that day, IsJohn Jolinskl --- -----~------ -· ---- SPOrts Editor ·
Maxine Kamin -------- ____________ Fine Arts EditorWar or like them, or want to ant of new revolutions.
issue you not only spelled it in state in the Middle East. It is
about relevant issues) among professors
rael shall continue to fight for
John Guggenheim __ _______ _____ __ Feature Editor
and students certainly would open new
fight for them, but nevertheI DON'T BELIEVE THE an incomprehensible way but Israel that has promised to
God's m ost' precious gif~ WIiey
Brooks
-~-______________
- - -------------- Photographer.
_________
Advertising
Mapager
Pat Hill
less if I am called I will go United States is infallible. We you created a spelling which I return occupied Arab lands
avenues of e~ression and thought.
life.
Prof. Walter E. · Griscti _ _______ General Manager ·
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson ____ ___________ Publisher
and go willingly. America is have made many mistakes had never seen beofre, which when a permanent peace is
Professors, it's time to give a damn,
ROBERT SILVJ:RMAN
- MY co~ntry and I ~e it over the past 193 yeai;t but is_ra ther; unusual, . . ~
answered, and Israel's secl_lriPresident, Bilfel 3CBS
- - - - as~do.
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Black Is Beautiful Black Is Proud, Black Is Angi-,
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'

nal re~tructuring. Formerly
operating on a presidential
cism at Notre Dame Universty, sponsored by the National Stu- basis, they ha','.e thinned out
dent ·Association.
. the authority to - "a more
As an outcome of that conference; Anderson and Favors democratic" se·crefariat. Forpublished a study on institutional racism at USF. In the study mer president Bobby Adderly',
they have written, " . . . we find that true equality is expressed is now ·secretary of Internal
only by tokenism, and that racial prejudice and discrimination Affairs, · William Packe_r is
on the campus are not merely bitter memories of the past." Secretary of External Affairs
They concluded that "It would be a bit harsh, perhaps, to indict · and Wayne Johnson is Secrethe University of South Florida as a racist institution . -. . it tary or Culturai'and Social Af.
would be flattery to say that USF bas completely escaped in- fairs.
fection by the most characteristic disease pf the American psyThe Society was little known
chosis."
at USF until May 15 when 30
ON JUNE 26, 1968, a Proposal for Increasing Number of members. marched to Pres.
Negro Students ·at USF was introduced into the University J-ohn S. Allen's office to presSenate and passed. The P,roposaI, authored by Margaret E. ent him ·with a'. list. of deFisher, dean of women and Edwin P. Martin, dean of the Col- mands, including one to ini.lege of Basic Studies, states _that "the absence of discrimina- tiate an :autonomous Black
tion, although necessary, is sufficient neither to attract poten- Studies Department at USF.
tial Negro graduates, nor to promote their success on the cam- Allen was in Washington, D.C.
pus."
·
so his door was locked. The
As designed, the program· is low cost and small scale. Ye( Blacks then went to Dean of
its most important aspec;t i_s to elicit "the Ilersonal involvement Student Affairs ·Herbert Wunof faculty members . . . Hopefully, this will ~ttack directly the derlich · and Uii J?Oint was
major causes of Negro disaffec·tion and alienation, and help the made. As Otha Favors said at
Negro student to adapt the system to his individual circum- an Afro.American rally held
stances rather than try to totally change himself for the system, that same week, Blacks have
fight futilely against-it, or accept its rejection of him."
"danced Iong.eno_u gh."

(Continued from Page 1)

types, the distorted views and litical, social and educational will be too late. But, in a lef.
misconceptions that people destinies.
ter expressing the ur~ncy
have about the contributions
3. the right of the people to the . situation, the d-'li:.ectloJ!
that Black people have made: seize power, to carry out all and the hope, Gowen wrote,
"It would have the effect of their goals and answer all "If we can hold on until they,
combating racist and white their needs. In short - ALL both blacks and whites, take
supremacist ideas as a result. POWER TO THE PEOPLE. our places, when the Paris
Many people feel that Peace Talks are in their tenth
It would create a sense of
pride and self respect as far through this there is hope. Dr. or fifteenth year, we may
as Black people are con- Gowen feels if something defi~ save the e<;>untry and.:..:: dur ,
.:. : :3J tr
nite isn't done by next fall, it souls."
cerned.
. ' ..r::,
"There is also a very practical and functional element
involved here. In essence,
· what we're talking about is -a
completely different system of
education, of relevant educaAll kinds of leather gear.
tio~ that would prepare Black
Get with the luff leather look.
people to go back into the
All items custom made.
Black community and deal
realistically with the social,
the political, the economic
problems there.
THE SANDAL SHOP

alize that people are people.
As long as people look at me
as a Black man and you as a
White man, . America's always
going to have it~. hangups. ·
"What it boils down to is
that you've got to .take people
and put them all in one bag
and shake them up, dump
them out, and let them see,
'Look, the guy next to me is a
man just like I am.' Same
passions, same desires, same
wants, thinks the same way
basically, and no matter what
you call him, he's still a
man."

of

water-hosed, tear-gassed.
We've done everything, gotten
kicked and beaten with tjubs
and you don't do nothin' !
What else can a Black man do
today but get what's his. The
only thing they listen to in
America is vioience.'·'
McCray agrees that it's the
White man's duty to teach
himself. "All he has to _do is
MOST BLACK activists feel sit himself in the corner and
that the White man must ask himself. I'll bet the anlearn and learn quickly, swer comes to him just like
bringing a halt to what they that," McCray ~id.
believe is systerpatic domestic
HE ADDED, "AMERICA'S
genocide. "The way it seems
the
great humanitarian trying
"EDUCATION FOR BLACK
to me," says Calvin McCray,
"is that if you're not a WASP, to save people from oppres- people, up to this point, has
you're out, because the White sion when people are being been geared towards an inteman is superior to all races, oppressed over here every grationist point of view,
day. They spend $35 million a whe~eas Black people were
supposedly.
day over there (Vietnam) seeking to escape the ghetto
'"We're not going to be led
AMONG· THE PROPOSALS were that ,faculty members
to the slaughter. Unless this trying to save people from an~ to ~similate into ~he
w.ould visit Black high schools at University expense, each facAny Means . ' country wakes up and realizes 'oppression' when we have to · Whit~ soCJet~. What we re
Ulty member choosing one boy and one girl whom he thought
Though the Black expres- that the Black man does have beg for a rat control bill over seeking now IS a re_ve~al of
potential graduates of USF.
·
·
·
sions of movement goals and a position in this · society, here. This is the American that trend and a reJection of
the integrationist viewpo~nt.
. The special concessions made to these students are:
problems varies rhetorically, there's not going to pe any so- dream, huh?
, - 1. Admit the students to USF, in good standing and regard- they have with them a unity
"The White man wants to Black students are talking
' ciety at all.''
14!ss of test scores, high schOdl :records, principal's and counsel- and definition uncommon in
see the Black man down on' about getting trained and get"Back then (prior to Civil his hands and knees again. ting educ~ted so that we can
or's recommendations, etc.
the, often vague and aimless
· · 2. Allow the students to remain at USF for at least two · sky-shooting of the White War) we had chains on our You know you can get cal- : ·go ~ack mto ~he Black coi_narms and legs. Now the White louses that way. The. Black m!l;1,11ty and build· Black socieyears, regardless of academic performance.
middle-class New Left.
man is trying tci keep the
3. Provide housing if needed.
man wants to stand up for a ty.
chains
on our minds by telling ch~e.''
The push "to get the White
4. Provide other financial assistance as needed.
THE BLACK MOVEME.'IIIT use we're-inferior.
5. Provide remedial counseling, and other special services suffers little from the intellec. Wayne John~on who feels man learning" ,vill be started,
as needed.
the White man ' should be it appears t~ the militants,
tual Marcuse elitism plaguing
'Piece Of Rotten Pie' tr-eated the same way the through a radical ~ to sepFIFTEEN STUDENTS WERE ADMITTED under this pro- radical White circles, but
Bobby ·Adderly .feels the Biack man has . been once arate • · educate - mtegrate.
gram in the initial round. Dean Fisher said at least 11 high rather w.orks for the common
"Black Power" is · achieved, They contend _that people
school students are now being considered for the next academic
says the church "is an instru- mus! contemporize :md . h~year and a total of 20 are expected to be enrolled by the fall.
ment of colonialism through- m~ize a _sa~y anachromstic
.
soCJety clinging to the bad _
'We've walked, we've prayed, we'vi! sat down,
f
" ed" f ·
out the world. The who1e Brit.
One-To.;One
or m·
h
E
·
bull
wrappmgs o a ne
operate on the level of Blacks
is
mpire
was
t
on
that
ality
d
·th
little cons1'd•
we've layed in, we've. gotten bitten by dogs, we've
'bl
•
equ
an
wi
In what was initially intend-· and . Whites communicating
same deal, a B-i th
e m one
tion for th.e h uman feeling.
ed to be a somewhat int!?rper- .•• it inhibited Blacks in adbeen waterhosed, tear gased. We've done everyd _and a gun m e Other. era
han
To
them it is not so much
sonal approach to the dynam-. dressing their problem realisthing, go~~n kicked and beaten with·clubs •.. and
Am~i~a has adopt~d a more ' an inverted struggle lending
ics of race relations, the One~,- ti_cally," he said.
you tlon't do· nothing! What else can a bl,ack man · sophisticated ~echmque. They to Black supremacy, but rathto-One Group was formed dur'
have a dollar_m one hand and er that "Black supremac " is
ing Quarter IV, 1968.' ·
- Afro Movement Grows
do .today but get what's his. The only thing they. the Declaration of Indepen.
Y
d
- th th ,,
a rhetorical weapon us~ by
· One-to-One came about as
On November 18, 1968, StuO er.
to
in
:America
is
violence."
listen
·
ence
m
e
the
reactionary
elements
in
the brainchild of Otha Favors; dent Governinent RepresentaRONALD HARPER IS an- society and that the true fight,
who arrived at the idea with ' tive Frank Biggins introduced
Dr. Howard B. Gowen; associ- four resolutions at the nieet- iMhW½&Mw@,lmJ'4&¥iiiii-4¥¥!ii.1ilii!#JE~~44d~l\.fl&.-ikbtdM other who thinks racism is in the words of Eldridge
really the White · man's prob- Cleaver, is to achieve Black
ate· professor of humanities, izig of the SG that evening.
,
as thf:r were discussing the · One called for the SG to back benefit of its· people. The present state of the Black lem. "White people want to do power for Black people, White
racial situation following the·- , Black enrollment, the second Black·activists plan to; extend ~an is ''abstracted slavery" it their way," -Harper says, power for White · people· and _
a_ssassination of Dr. Martin, that the SG request the Finan- the stuggle "as far .- as it and that the need for separa- "they don't want to accept all power for all people.
Luther King.
.
cial Aids Office to explore the takes" to achieve their rights. tion is gro,ving. .
this thing of Black leadership.
THEY VIEW IT . AS revolu"What the ~la_ck. people are
·
··
. ·· . · possibilities of Black scholar"In ·the words of Malcolm
"They've been-trying to tell ti ·- · th · ""~ f'
· --- .;..
·,
<-.&::
•
on~
m e .sense .o reqmr- .
; ·, CONCEPTUALLYf · ,. · ··'the.i'";_slifp;·'lhe tfil:i-d··"thaf the ' SG · x•.1 'Otha · Favors'", said, "we · saying," ·.-Adderly says, "is·
th
-~,, ~e.,_,,. i¥~~a restructuring of society
group was to atten:pt, as . and d~partiff.int -:h'i!a'd~ f<f;;i t- ~"must fight w-~!Aln our rights 'who wants a piece of ~1'0t@Jt: u~.,. at ?g:~
~ow w_e aren-i: _m1er101-~ il-s _ca,rried out by "the people"
pie?'
This
pie
isn't
our
thing,
_F avors says: "to see if th~r~ ta.in i'.i!,o re Bj~cJc faeulty"in_e #i~
any me~s ~e~essary.' " I
Just a he f?e '\Yhite man told against the neo-colonialistic
was some way of getting bers ·and the fourth · that the believe the .significance of tire so· why should we have any..of us
.
. . "._ , . " . ", power
s tructure."
;, . .. . , . .
Blacks a~d _Whi!es tog~ther: UnivE!rsity ..:~stabllih~':a ·'I~c- · ·Black 'lil:>eration.:, movement t9is mess? Why should we
~_
e
Qpl~
.
ha~e-~.-~ee~
:·,-:::;ll?dicative
of the struggle
_}Vlute
· and estab~hing dialo~e. . .
ulty-stuclent. exchange_ . pro- _ today is 'IB.af it. demonstrates work towards a dream . ·that saying for a long tim:e1 the and the sentiment is the Black
that· ·Black -"people are even · we can't get?
As outlmed, the obJectives grani' ~with Florida': .<A&M
"Today a lot of Whites are Black man's . got a problem. Youth Alliance · a newly
0 One-t?•One were to be "~oversity:' In t itirjg~'the
··willing to;·use:: vio_Ience to atctal action
these ··'\_ills
·· -~n ·"
~-- ·..-L<1lll
.::_ therr
· rrgu...,;
•· .....~. '-·
saying, 'Why don't you thi~ It's the ~Me . ~an thll;t,'s ~ot ' for:med, Tampa:based Black
.
'. the. accumulation
.
--u
,, especid.Lly
· conthe problem. They are · the . power organization founded
~nd dissemma~on of mforma- cernin~• Black" faculfy -'m ema · - "We as· --Black · people say . more human about the thing?' ones that built this hypocriti-· · ori ·three principles:
tion_ and the ~nterchange of ·. hers, Biggins said, . "You ' have that if we have to take up the How can we think human in
cal society."
1. a fight to the death
feelings and . 1deas be~een to te'iich the truth if your gun to achieve our freedom, an inhuman society?
When askep about the value against racism.
Negro aµd white sutdents.
going "to eliminate r&,~m. It's to attain our rights, our basic
"IT'S NOT BATE. It's .not ,_of a Black shldies department . . 2. the right of all people to
~ a letter to The Oracle, got to" get the Wb~f'e '.:._W,an
.
human rights of dignity, selfthat
we're not really thinking in a universityt most Blacks de_termine their economic, powhich appeared July 3, 1968, learning about thee Black man respect and self-determination,
human, we're just going . t o _reply, "What. go_od __is J1_u mani::.. -~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
th
Favors thanked e pa~er and or it'S')i()t going-to·work." -: ·
then we're willing to do that."
have to do whatever it takes ties!" or "What good is EuroStuart Thayer, then editor, for
.- .~
.
pean his,tory?"
an editorial which praised ,
ON APR_IL 24;i',THE '!flRST
FRANK _BIGGINS FEE~ to get what we want. .
"Some people· say, ·•ril .do ·.
One-to-One as_the hallmark of I Afro-Arµe~can_ . .. bomb
fell that force l)t'esenti; . realistic'
the same - thing to you that
Black Studies Now -~
Black-White interaction.
· on th e Uruver~10:•
It was a qwet 'b omb though, threat to the stability of the you did to me. Personally, I
Though many Blacks feel
HOWEVER, IN THE letter of great significance.
nation. "I learned a long time don't go along with that. I that it would be merely a
Favors wa rned of "miscon- .. That evening 30 Black stu- ago that if you're going to in- would rather separate and valid addition to regular curceptions" begun by the e_di- dents enrolled in CBS • 483, fl,uence the decision-making say, look, we've got our own riculum, most believe it would
torial and h in t e d that: . Afro-American Arts and Let- process of this country you thing over here and you've contain a social and political
have to be able to influe11,ce got your thing over there.
the article had portrayed ters, walked out of clc1$S.
value .so important that it
One-to-One as an inter-racial
The course, taught by Dr. the economy; whatever it
"If we separate, things still would · transcend solely acasoft-sell.
Howard Gowen and Mr. takes to stimulate the eco- wouldn't be right. The White demic purposes.
"We do not claim," Favors Charles Bosserman, associate nomic interest of this country
man is always going to want
FAVORS FEELS THAT A
wrote, "to have or to be THE profesSor of American Idea, is to make people listen. If all to know what the Black man
Black
studies department and
answer to racism in America-. the only one resembling Black other channels tend to be
is doing. Like, if we ' built a
''Eight Exp1ri1nced
We do not pretend to have the studies at USF.
closed then I will resort to wall separating us , _you can related degrees ,would •'have
Cosmetologists To Serve Youu
the
intrinsic
value
to
both
answers. On the contrary;·
GOWEN AND Bosserman that one.'' .
believe that before the Black
after having torn away the fa. went into the course with a
"It's come to· the point man looks over the fence that Blacks and Whites of putting
cades_ and· faced the issue good deal of enthusiasm but where . Black people are just a White man is going to ~et world history and American
realistically and objectively : felt that realistically they exercising · the thing that up and look at what the Black history, past and present, into
BEAUTY SALON
proper perspective, thereby·
T•mple T•rrace Shopping Ce.nter
we are inclined to believe that were not qualified since they they've bee,n taught for so man is doing.
PIion. 988-2798
bre~ng down the stereo-·
there exists no forseeable so- are not Black. "We were long. The ·Kian saw it as a
"IT'S THIS paternalistic
lution~
simply filling in until a Black 'W_FY of maintaining their
"The, One-to-One Gr o up teacher could take over the n ghts. The Black people see it thing. They don't see that we
does not believe in integration course," Gowen stated.
as a way of demanding their !'.!an do for ourselves, tha t
as opposed to segregation,
The walkout came as no r ights because they've tried we've got abilities, that 'Ve're
since we have come to under- surprise to either the insµ-uc- every other thing. So as long human.
stand the motivations behind tors or the class, but to many as you're going to commit sui"All th~se people are asking
the separatist movement. If students and much of the cide, why · don't we make it questions and wondering why
coexistence is the ~astest and community, as one student worthwhile; if they are indeed I think they should make an
most immediate route to= said later, "It looks like we're committing suicide, which I effort to understand why in
peace and harmony then it is going to be another Cornell." tend to doubt. _·As long as relation to the Black man and
I
a valid consideration.
Yet, few Blacks felt that it you're going to ge.t shot what he's doing. Don't expect
th
HE WROTE THAT THE had to come to that.
whe er you:r ~ in a peaceful the Black man to tell you
march _o r raismg, hell, ,!et's-do what the outcome is going to
group's meetings were a kind •. AT THE VANGUARD OF so~ething that s gomg to be. A lot of people say, 'After
of " existential group therapy the Black liberation ~ggle b1:1n~ abo_u t some change," you get this and that, what
. .. . The ultimate goal is En- on campuses throughout the Biggins·said.
next?' Who the hell knows
nation is tjle Afro-American
lightenment.''
"AFI'ER TilE RIOTS," he what's next;?
But Favors, who served as Society. On Jan. 16 the USF
the group's first president; Afro-American Society gained added, "the supposed 'liber"WE'VE WALKED, we've
eventually phased himself out official University recognition. als' became a little less liber- prayed, we've- sat down,
The 40-some member g~oup al and .a lot .more realistic. . we've layed in, we.' ve got bitof the One-to-One picture be"You'~e got, to stop and re- ten by dogs, we've been
cause . "it was impossible to _has_~cently undergone inter-
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JUNIOR
SCOOTER
SKIRTS6.99

a

If fashion is your baglet it be known our supersonic selection of scooter
skirts includes pleats,
wraps and panel styles in
groovy new patterns and
solids that come on
strong, sizes 5 to 13. Knit
top shown, S-M-L, 5.00,
·in Junior Sportswear,
West Shore Plaza, Downtown Tampa,NorthGate
and Gainesville.

TERRACE

Preferred',Risk Mutual

;~u a

Insurance

·:' ,;9f

::;-: s
·:-!':J~':l1

•ji.0~ 3
t)C.Q H(

• Life
• Auto

BRIGHTEN YOVH SUMMERSDAYWITH

THIS WHERE THE ACTION IS!!
Camaro;s, _Chevy ll's, Chevelle's, Impala's, Corvette's in stock and.ready for immediate delivery.

,~: ·:·:;~~:~11~

:.. ~::1

·
·
Specialixing in
We ddings, Corsages and Funeral
Arrangements ·

2209 E. FLETCHER
TAMPA, FLORIDA
~'

ANNA M, SHIPLEY
· WINNIFRED M. STEPHENS

··,··N ;!2!

... ~.;)u··

: :~

Ask about our special
USF Discount for
Faculty and Students

FERMAN CHEVROLET

~ :!':If

_·J

SC:

1!•1

• .Home

0

"h lf8.

~. -gr1i;
r f.u~:r:
: nr_~ifc-,:

..,. :.:.::~q-.1.~

C. FLETCHER LIVINGSTON
For ttae model of your choice

·.ANN WI-N-N
.FLORAL SHOP

! ~ t ~IJ
1~ ern(

·un-;;:,i!'

Low_Cost lnsuranc,e for
11
Non-Driokers Only11 '
.

407 Jackson, Tampa

Call\.237-3764

~ 9-2911

356 W. Hillsbor4»ugh Ave.
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Brahmall GQ/f Team R1Jady
For NCAA Goll Tournament
which they hosted, and sixth
in the Gulf American Intercol•
legiate Golf Classic at Cape
Coral, F;la.

By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor
USF's Johnny•come-lately
golf team, which turnea in a
magnificent 14•1·1 record on
the season, will compete in
the NCAA College Division
Golf Tournament later this
month·.

'

, -,

Once-beaten S i gm a Nu
greeted previously unbeaten
Tau Epsilon Phi (TEP) with a
llome run barrage for a 12-6
victory causing cl- playoff for
the Gold League in~amural
softball crown.
Sigma Nu · took an early
lead in the first inning on
Gary Brown's three-run
homer following Dick Lincoln's walk and Dave Millen's
single. Down 3·1'. TEP coun-

e,
i~

- Men's - IM. Awards
Presentation Set
For Monday At 2

.

j

.__ _____________________
ft!n,

·

;~ Act·1ve . Qua·rte' r· IV
·

0

The USF Sports Car Club
ff (USFSCC)
has announced this

'i week that they will remain

active during Quarter IV for
~ those students planning · to at~ .tend or those persons :whb will
I be in.the area.
~ · Two events which have already been planned include a
j fun rallye and an autocross.
f -Interested persons s h o u I d
.' check the CTR bulletin boards
• for information or call the
~ desk for additional information conceyning these events.
TWO WEEKS AGO, Mike
~
' Lachance and Lyn Miller tri• umphed over a field of
! 76 entries to capture the "Sir
•
: John Falstaff" sports car ral•
f lye and the first part of a
i two•day "Sports Car Week•
i end" which was sponsored
. '.':'.'.£y the USFSCC.
All but three cars survived
the tricky instructions and dif·
ficult questions pertaining- to
the rallye which saw La•
chance and Miller come out
on top. Every car received a
dash plaque, while 20 en•
graved glass bottom beer
mugs and seven huge trophies
were given to the winners.

'

}

hers of the USFSCC for the
lack of coverage concerning
their events.)

their outstanding
for
this year. accomplishments
. The golf team, 14-1•1 on the
·year, will play . in the NCAA
College Division Golf Tournament in Albuquerque June 17•
20. The golfers placed fourth
in the state intercollegiate and
sixth in the Cape Coral Tourney.

The men's intramural awards
awards presentation will be
held Monday,,June 9 at 2 p.m.
on Crescent Hill. In case of
rain . it will be held in the UC
ballroom.

1.

l·

TELEVISION
WEDNESDAY - June 4
5z00.5:30 Engineering
Ccintrol Systems
6:45 Accent on leorning
7:00 News
7:10 TBA

MAX RAMOS
. . . Assistant Sports Editor

...

tered in the second inning
with doubles by Dave Carter,
Howie Ross and l, ar r y
Schwartz a.ncl a Morry Frank
triple. for three runs and its
only lead of the game.

l\lARTY ARBOGAST'S second inning homer tied the
game for Sigma Nu. Weldon
Corbitt then sent them out
,f ront folj good in ' the third
with a two-run homer, his
:first of two, following Les
Parker's s i n g 1 e. · Corbitt's
·o ther homer came with none
·.Q~_m !Ji~ fifth inning.
- J

' AThlet~ honored:
GOLi' - Mike Curtin. Bill Dykeman.
Gil Happel. Robert McKenty. Joe Mer•
Jcka, Tom Robertson, Warren Willhite.

Porsche Turns In Fast Time
Autocrosses. Most of the autoorosses are held
In the Fine Arts Parking lo1s.

Soccer· -' Jack Belford, Fran Cosl•I·
·10, Dan Gaffney, elr'an Holt, John Hor..
valh. James Houck, Felipe PtJerto,
Steve Santos. Jerry Siefert, Bill Sharpless. Tim Tom•~• Pete Tumm inia. Phil
Vitale, Jerry Zaggar i.

Control Systems
7:00 News
7:05 Sports Rouq~table,
7:30 Focus an Sweden
TUESDA"( - June 10

Alpha, League champ .Alpha

8:00 Insight Drama

RADIO
WEDNESDAY - June 4
2:45 Accent· on Service
.
2:55 News
3:00 Music of Great Composers
4:00 Magazine Talk
4:05 Accant on Contemporary.
4:55 News
5:00 Accent on Melody
5:45 Pulsebeat News

FLORIST
.. ..
~

•

MONDAY - June 9
2:45 Accent on Service. ·
2:55 News
3:00 Music of Great Composers
4:00 Magazine Tolk
4:05 Accent on Contemporary
4:55 News
5:00 Accent on Melody

-.

Blanton. Willard

TUESDAY - June 10
2:45 Accent on Service
2:55 News
3:00 Music of Great Composers
4:00 State Department Reports
4:55 News
· 5:00 Accent O", !t'elo'dy
5:45 Pulsabeat News
6:00 Accent on Service
. 6:30 Paris StarTime

I

Gero me Carreno, James Diaz, Jesus

Swimming - Mike Berry, Cave Binnie, Terry Bratel, Peter Ce La Rosa,
Dave Keene. BIii Kelly, Peter Keaning.
Joo Lewkowicz. !"<lea Maschino, Mike
McNaughton, Dave Naffziger, Robert
Pfaff. Len Smally. Alan Stelter.

6:00 Accent OIi Senlce
·
6:30 Jan Night
6:55 News

7:00 Jazz Night
7:30 The Real Jazz
8:30 Jan Night
1:55 News
9:00 Jazz Night

9155 News

THURSDAY - June 5
6:55 News
2:4'5 Accent'on S1rvic,
s 7:00- GeorgttoWII For,ia ....
· -=
2:55 News
7:30 Readers' Almanac:
3::QP. Mu!tcJ!f Gr!l!t !=ef!lP.osers
Delta•. Tiui',:li)e}ta, with wins
7:55 News
NASA· Reports ; .. s
last week over Tau Kli.ppa Ep- · · 4:0o
8:00 Present in Perspectl'fl
4:05 Accent on Co11temporary
silon, 5-1, and.10-5 over Theta
,.
8:30 Behind tht Cl■ssrfflll DHf
4:55 News
1:55 News
5:00 Accant on Melady :chi, gained ~ s!!cond .Place~tie
9:00 Quest
5:45 · Plilrelieat News ..,_ .:
-with Zeta · Beta . Tau who
9:30 Ask the Prof
Service
on
Accent
6:00
ripped PIKA 18·11.
· 6:31> Sport's ~oundtalile ,••
other scores last week
FRIDAY - June 6, .•
were: Beta ·3 West 7, Beta · 1
6:00 Catharsis
2:45 Accent on Service •· _'
2:55 News
6:30 F!lmous Canadian Trials
. East 2; Beta 4 East 17, Beta
3:00 ·John Dildine and Folk 7:00 World of the Rockhqund
Ground East 7; and Alpha
Music
7:30 Five lie Dying
Tau Omega 18, Sigma Phi Ei>4:00 Mag11zine Talk8:00 Great Balls of Fi,.
silon 2.
8:30 Aspects of Canada '
4:05 Accent on Conte!ftporary
· ·
8:45 From A ta I. , •
4:55 News
9:00 TBA
5:00 Accant on Melody
TEMPLE TERRACE · 5:45 Pulsebeat News

Br imm; Dan lel Burch, Paul Buzzelli,,

·Fernandez. Thomas Gaskins. Robert
Gates, Dav id Glalze, Doug Heykens,
Ronald Puff. Mike. Macki. Doug McCarthy. Larry McGary. Ray Retnener.
Jo• Z. Ritz. Marvin Sheri:er. Cha rles
Stuck ie.

8:00 David Susslclad
"
"
8:30
"
"
9:00
"
"
9:30

1:30 Facts of Lift
9:00 U.S. Navy
9:30 Semin11r for _Ph,-lclans

7:00 News
7:10 Potpourri
7:30 Focus on Sweden

a

Adams, Chris Koutras, Toni Kramer,
Elesi, . Nelson.
Keith

16

MONDAY - June 9
5:00-5:50 Engineering

Tenn is - Larry Bell, Glenn Brewer,
Paul deMesqulta. Bill Fischba ck. Oan
Perk ins, Mike Saine, Herb Yohner,
·Gwenda Adams. Jacqu ie Adams. Tish

Baseball -

II

• Repeat from· Monday
tt Repeat from Tuesday

SIXTH PLACE PI Kappa
Alp~a (PIKA) turned the fa.
bles · on ~aternity Green
Le~gue charrjp Lambda Chi
Alpha (LCA) with a 5-0 shutout win. G~ Ullmipt slapped
out three hits for PIKA. LCA
bad slipped liy Kappa Sigma
6-5 ear._J.ier: iJLth1,1,~ eek. ,

:...\;,:·USF~Athletes Honored

Photo by WIiey Brooks Jr.

1:_00

powerful hitting attack with
six Alpha 3 East errors to batter out a 13-4 win. Dave
Shetterly led tlie winners with
three . safeties.

',

· -

In other Gold League action
Ken Reyes; thre¢ hits led Phi
Delta Theta, _(PDT) past
Sigma Alpha Epsilon . 9-8 and
into sole possession of third
place. PDT had to come from
behind with four runs in the
seventh inning to nab the vie•
~
tory. ·
1 , East.West ' combined

7:30 Focus on Sw1d111
8!00 David Susakintr
"
"
8:30
,,
"
9:00
9:30 · " • "

THURSDAY - June 5
8:0Q Seminar For Physici11t" .
6:45 Accent on learning
7:00 News
.
8:30 Your Right To Say It
·
7:10 TBA
9:00 Insight (Discuujaa)
7:30 Focus on Sweden
·t:30 World in Focus ·
FRIDAY - June 6
5:00-5:30 Engineering
8:00 Focus an Swed■•
·
8:30 Big Picture
Control Systems
5:50 TBA
9:00 Film Feature
6:00 University of South Florida 9:30 Quest
Talent Show (SPECIAL)

time..

Brown and · Corbitt led
•.Siwa Nu with four RBI's
.-. ach. Millen ·slapped out three
two, for
't;,'hits ana""terry· Wells,
.
_,

f

THE SECOND DAY of
~ports Car Weekend" · 45
cars entered the USFSCC Au, tocross which ·saw Ken Berry
. ttlrn in the best time of the
- ~y. Berry drove a MGB:· ·
~Both , spectators and entiants were treated to a full
d~y of racing action. Fourteen
tl!ophies in eight car divisions
were awarded at the last club
~ eeting.
W you have ever wondered
wtiat it's like to be in one of
7~lcars °1:iving through. downtdwn Antioch and trying to
~ re out who does the custcfui
,.,, siaugbtering, or if you
~ e ~ver had the urge . :to
rmte your car on the Fine
A'iits Parking lots, join the
Car Club .

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Week of Juntr2 - 6, 1969

THE TEAMS ·WERE slated
to meet yesterday for the title
but results were not available
at press

- J r-_

A Porsche goes through one of tbs time
trials during one ot the USF Spori Car Clnb

University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida, 988-4131, Ext. 341

the winners. Schwartz, Frank
a.I!d Ray Malca e!J.Ch had two
.
hits for TEP:

ceived ·Al].America : honors sports were honored by their
By JOHN JOLINSKI
and became USF's first All• respec,tive coaches. Sepior
Sports Editor
-athletes received golf watches
: ." Six swimmers received Al]. Americas.
TWO B R A H MA N SOC·
' America recognition .an d
cer players, Jerry Zagarri wi th SOUTH FLORIDA in•
ij three soccer players received
All•State ho_nors to highlight and Phil Vitale were · named scribed on them.
• USF's fourth annual sports to the All • South s o c c e r . THE .WOMEN'S t e n n i s
~ anquet Saturday night at the · team, and along with Brian team! tpe only undefeated
Holt, were named to the All• Brahman team with a 9-0
- Sweden House Restaurant.
,_. Swimmers Joe ·Lewkowicz, State team. All three received .mark and state intercollegiate
.. erry Brazel, Mike McNaugh- plaques for garnering state champion, will compete in the
National College Champion- .
Dave Keene, M i k e honors.
,:__ and Bill Kelly ;i}J re- .
Seventy two athletes in six . ships · in ·Northfield; ·Minn.,
~ erry,.
June 17-21. They were cited.
~
~

~

CHANNEL 16

USF Staff Photo ·

B y ~ RAMOS
Asst: Sports Edit.or

team's play, Berner said, "It
may for the first two rounds.
The heat and the ·texture of
the ground surfJce is different
from here."
The team will leave for
tournament June 16, allowing
enough time to get in a pra~
tice round before the final
competition starts.

WUSF-TV

WES BERNER
• . • optimistic

...

"-JSF Athletes Honore~

USFSCC,. w·ill Be

'

Sigma_Nu Power Rips
TEP; Alpha One Wins

USF's Tourney Bound Golfers

!

~

Mericka, and Mike Curtin.
BERNER FEEIB IF his
team plays up to its capabili•
ties s)1oqld fare well in the
four-day competition. "The
men are capable · of finishing
quite high if they are shooting
well," ·he said.
When asked if the hot dry
climate would affect his

THE NCAA TOURNEY will
be played at Albuquerque,
N.M., at the · Uriiyersity . of
New Mexico Golf CoUJ1,e,
starting' June 17 and lasting
:Until tlie 20th.· , , . . ·
Coach Wes;Bei.-ner will take
l!, six-man team to. compete in
the toul'n.ament, which will
ha.ve over 35 colleges partici•
pating. Those golfers who will
compete include Bill Dykeman,, Warren Willhite, Bob
McKenty, Gil Happel, Joe

The Brahman golfers, who
dropped an opening day match
to last year's NCAA champs
the Florida Gators, won 13
straight matches after ·the set•
back. They also finished third
in · the Florida State Invita·
tional · G o 1 f Tournament,

: Th_e Brahman golfers, who compiled a 14-1-1 ' wintz, Cail Pearce, Joe Mericke., Gil Happel,
; mark on the yea,r, will compete in the NCAA Bill Dykeman, Bob McKenty, Tom Robertson, .
; College Division Go!I Tournament, June 17•20. and Coach Wes Berner.
From left to rlght: Warren Wllbite, Gary

C

t

•

,~.:

FLOWE~~ FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
Ph. 988... 5010
TEMPLE TERRACE

Pulsebeat News
Accent on Service
Music From Finland
A CiJnversation Wiflt • • •
Music From llochttter
Music
News

7:00
7:55
8:00
8:30
8:55
9:00
9:30
9:55

Broadway to ffoll,woe4
·
News
Dancing ·Decade
Bandland
News
Radio Memorl■s
Candlelight
News

WUSF Rad.io & TV

FLORIST
8912? 56th ST.

Cross Country - Don Crank, Rav
Croteau, Del Lewis, Rick Maas, Frtnk
Paris.

5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
9:49
9:55

Photo by WIiey Broo!cs Jr.

MGB Spins Through Autocross
An MGB, driven by a memh!lr of the USF
Sports Car Club, goes through ,time trialii

.

This $ummer ••• •

BE AMAVERICK!

during an .A11(ocr11ss held earlier this -year.

.

.

SEE THE Wl'LDEST CAR
EVER AT BILL CURRIE FORD

si9,rts

. ,i he Sports edit.or would
to apologize to lhe mem,IlJie
_ff,('-

on,s~ of
~attdtvieh

,M ,,._

=~~,:.:

:J-A.r

f aculty-Senior
%w.
~Class Softball
f.J?
elash Set Soon
:0--",V-:.

.-.- ~•-""

;'t'tSPECIAL FROM LAS
VEGAS TELETYPE
~/i
, • ••.u.,:,r;

{t.:,-~•

I

:4\

faculty.student softball
is scheduled for this Sat•
ui\l~Y afternoon at the USF
iqtmroural field. This will be
Senior Class.Faculty
tlle'.:first
::.~~ :..: .
sw..1;tmg event ever played.
;$He game, sponsored by the
Class, is slated for 2:30
Senior
*_,!,F.·;
Pmt on the USF softball field.
Selµors interested in playing
sl)p.j),ld call Max ,gamos, ext.
6~ Interested faculty memb~ shoµld phone Dr. Lawr @l;e Broer at ext. 813.
;~ press time, the bookies
hat'f the -Senior Class favored
b:v,}~ t least six runs in what
wilf:be the first meeting of the
~ 4.~@15, basing their odds
ure thing." ~
on·t~

4~

1. 10124 FLORIDA AVE. 2. 10200. 30th STIU:ET 3. 901 WEST KENNEDY
BOULEVARD

Giant Hamburger (6 oz.) ... 50
Fried Fish Filet ......•......~•. 45
Ham & Swiss Cheese ......... 50
Roast Beef ........................ 65
Kosher' Corned Beef .......• ' . 75
Sliced Turkey .................. 60
Large Submarine •.•...•....·. .65
Italian Sausage............... .65
Big St. John ..•...............• .S.5
Baked

1.
2
3.

935 · 3965
935 · 8204
254• 7461

TAMPA. FLORIDA

Ham·.................... .50

Roast Pork ..................... .65
Kosher Pastfami ............• .55
Sliced Chicken ............... .60
Tampa's Best Cuban Mixed.55
BOXES
½ Fried Chicken ...................... 1.00
Fried Jumbo Shrimp ................. 1.00
Italian Spaghetti with Meat Sauce.. 50¢ & 75¢
Bar B•Q Chicken ........................ 1.00

3401 FLORIDA ~VE.

~-. TtUS WEEK'S SPECIAtS
t ~.

'67 'Anglia, like new ••• .$795°0

'64 Dodge, 4-door • •

• •

$695°0

DALE MABRY & tYPRESS

,65 M. · Standard,
ustang, 6 cy1 •• ~V-8,
,65 Mercury, 2-dr.,
0
all power • $1111°.
"

.I

'65 Chevy Impala ss~ra:deJl 39 5 '59 Chevy,

2-dr., 6 Cyl.

••

Studying Is Fun,
Areas Are Varied·
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM:
Feature Editor ·
Pick a random night this
week to study the people in
the library instead of studying
at the library.
·
The various night life ranges from the weighed · down,
studied-out, round • shouldered engineering majors to
the socialites that keep the
lobby alive with sparkling
tete-a-tete . .,
If you were to take a survey
of areas according to the in:
tensity of study,. you · would
find that you would_have a de. scending scale from the
·fourth . floor down to the Reserve room.
THE smDEN'l'S th a;t
"camp out" on the fourth
floor have special desks that
they like to consider their
own. They go to the bookstore
each evening ·after dinner to
get their supply of edibles before they begin their nightly
vigil. .
·
Third floor students are also
"residertts" of ·a sort. They
like to . live behind big volumes of old and presently unpublished anthologies. These
. students resigµ themselves to
taking "breaks," but unlike
the socialites they refuse to
ascend further than the second floor · bathrooms and·
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ADPi's Honored
At An~~~I Party

SECOND FLOOR devotees
are divided into -t hree categories: those who are more so· cially minded and strut .
aroUJ'\d the card catalogue
showing off their new outfits
and rah-ra:hs (saddle oxfords), another class includes
· the current ~vents people those that read all 'the newspapers and magazines and still those that are doing "research" all the time. Those
noble scholars spend a major
supply of our tuition by writing on scraps of paper that
are provided by efficient tibrarians.
The last and most interesting aspect of your study
would be the first floor. This
is where the· real "meat" of
your report would .be confirmed. Once you make it past
the clouds Qf smoke and the
fraternity and sorority crowd,
you'll be able to see the more

"liberal" section of your re- intellectual ,conversation.
ports on USF academic night
One important reminder,
life. The liberal area includes
don't
forget to check your
bare feet, long hair, packaged
books
with
the librarian at the
and instantly made cigarettes
and · r e a m s of pseudo- . front desk before you leave.

Animal Dwells
FRANK FAINE
Sta.ff Writer.
Once upon a time in a dark
and exotic place there lived a
very strange animal. This
weird creature was half
human and half machine.
One thing that was most

ADPi's third quarter party,
"Redneck Roundup", was
May 24. The games.started ~t
4 p.m. and were followed by a
cookout. ''Cold Flame and
Thunder" provided entertainment and a folk .singer who
entertained during· the.band's
intermission. The costume for
the party was a cowboy
theme.
Debbie Carroll gaye a- recital on May 15 and Annelle
Puglisi performed in the
"Ulysses" p,roduction.

Lauren Leslie was awarded
the Sharon Barfield Leader. ship Award QY the Tampa
Alumnae at tpe Founder's
odd about this creature was Day tea.
that he dwelled on the top
Nell Ward was presented
floor of the USF library where
the
N a t i 'Cl J1 a 1 Scholarship
people could come anq visit
hi~ regularly. (I call this Award from Alpha Delta Pi in
· beast a "he" because upon honor of her 4.0 average . .
cclose ex~mination I was able ·
Peggy Jones received the
to ascertain that it was in
fact a male, b·ecause of certain "Diddley Pooh Spirit' Award"
this -week for her work as
dominant masculine characterrush
chairma~ and all-around
istics, such as a low voice
"handy
girl."
and a violent and sometimes
highly aggressive nature.)

On Campus

This strange creature is Xerox Expos'!res
JI_uite large. In fact he is so
About 34,000 library items
huge that he occupies a whole were xeroxed in April and
1".JOm. He has a greyish-white . about ,7,000 non-library items.
skin with little dials and buttons all over.
If you are fortunate enough
to come to visit the creature
at, feeding time, you will be
able to observe some highly
unusual feeding habits.
Plain white paper is the sole
food on the creature's diet.
When the creature is fed a little white button is pressed
artd the creature emits a mysterious green light which
flashes for just an instant.
'
The creature then belches
Norelco Model 85 PoGket
and begins to spew out pages
Memo Pocket-size
.with all kinds of writing on
note-taker
·
them.
Phone 876-4483
I have heard that this ma~. - KOROL OHICE:::::_ - ~ -· ch1ne'llas a name: 1 tlfink it1s
·.lQUUtMENI'
. .
.
spelled X-E-R-0-X. Bi.tt I real- . ,.
uo ~s; lfttr~"4it -~-:... ly wouldn't know. ·
I

CES Assoc. council, 2 p.m., UC 213. go to head of line but this must be acChristian Science, 3:30 p.m., UC 205. complished not later .than 8 :15 a.m.
Motion
Picture Club, 7 p.m., UC 200. Co-ops will pull their own course cards
Bulletin Board notices shou ld be sent
Student Legislature, 7 p.m., UC 252. but will be ahead ,of regular reglstra•
direct to "Director, Campus PublicaVoid Unlimited, 10 p.m., FAH 136. lion by acting at the above times. Only
tions, UC 226" (ext. 6181 no later than
FRIDAY
by such action will you be assured of
noon Wednesday for publication the fol1
Coop Information Session, 1 :30 p,m., courses and sections. Please advise
lowing Wednesday. .
UC
248.
Co-<>p
Office If you cannot register at
Send news items direct to : " Editor,
Motorcycle Club, 2 p. m., UC 213.
the above time. ANY STUDENT HAVThe Oracle, UC 222," (ext. 619).
Movie: "Spiral Staircase," 7:30 p.m.,
ING TROUBLE PULLING .CARDS OR
Library Notes: Requests for Library
Business Auditorium.
OTHER PROBLEMS SHOULD SEE
Carrels for Quarter IV should be sent
'.
SATURDAY
-MRS. LENTZ AT THE CO-OP DESK
to the Director of the Library before
National League of Pan Woman- AT THE WEST ENO OF THE GYM.
June 11. Reserve requests for Quarter
1O:30 ae.m., review session for those
Luncheon, 1: JO p.m., UC 255.
IV are being accepted in the Reserve
Afro American, 6 p.m., uc 158.
taking soc 261 iluring Quarter 111,
Reading Room. Request forms are
Movie:
"
Spiral
Staircase,"
7:30
p.m.,
ENG
208, review session for those takava ilabJe in the Reserve Office or may
Business Auditorium.
ing PSY 213 during Quarter 111,
be obtained by 'phone request, Ext. 836.
SUNDAY
ENG
206. ~ p.m., final exams fer both
Faculty who will not be on campus for
Movie: "Spiral Staircase," 7:30 p.m., PSY and SOC classes in same room as
the Summer Session are asked lo
Business Auditorium.
·
review session.
.
.
please subnlit requests tor Quarter I,
Void Unllmlled, 10 p.m., FAH 136.
The following employers are currently
1969-70, before leaving for the summer.
MOND,O.Y
seeking USF students for COOP,erative
Later in the quarter, faculty who have
Dance Production, 8:30 p.m., thelltre.
Education Training assignment for
hold ings in the reserve collection will
Quarter IV and I (Quarter ·IV begins
TUESDAY
be sent a memo asking whether m ateriDean's Luncheon, noon, UC 255-6.
.
· Monday, June 16, 1969). Anyone_ interals s~ould remain on reserve or be -reUniversity Center Building arid Plan- esled in these pcislt tons should ctlnl<!ct
.,
moved.
ning committee, 1 p.m .. UC 158.
the Co-<>p Office, ENG 37, phone 988Important Academic Dates:
Students
· Advertising Campaign, 2 ,1131, ext. 171, as soon . as possible.
Today, final grades for gradualing -s~UC
252,
E.
.
,···'""·
.,,.
-,:
.
·
Civil Engineers: -Florida ·State Road
p.m.,
nlors a re due--trr Registrar'~ffice by' 4
Dance Production, 8 :30 p.m., tlieatre. Department, various Florida locations;
p.m.'
11,
li69
~
,
1
~Naval
Ship .Resean:lt. & Development
·
·Wf!tiNESDAY,
·JUt,iE·
June 9, Registration at St. PetersbUrg
Coffee Hous;e';" 2 · p'.m.;, Engineering Center, WastJ., D•.c.. •
.
campus for new and continuing st uAuditotjUjll
.
.
·
,.
·
Electrical
l!!hglneers: Kenhedy Space
dents, 3-6:30' p:tn.
·
senior Torch Light, 8:30 p.m., Cres- Cenrnr; -Cape · Kennedy, Flil.; Naval.
June 11, Quarter Ill ends.
Ship Research & Development Center,
June 13, Final Instructor grades are cent Hill.
due in Registrar's Office by 9:30 a.m.
Wash., O.C'.; r ,_ ,
'
.
• _ t:<.·"-,erospa~, ClvJI .,nd Mech1nlcal En•
June 15, Graduation, Bay FrcAt. Cen•
, · Today, June 4
•
• 1 v,neers: Naval Shi~ Research & Devel•
ter, St. Petersburg.
Career Plar,ning Cpn_ference for · stu- opment Cenrnr, Wash., D.C.; TVA,
June 16, 8 a.m. to 6:15 p.m., RegisKnoxville, Tenn. ·
tration fer Cominuing students; 6:30 dents interested in Cooperative Educa•
lion
assignments during Quarter JV and .
Chemical and Industrial Engineers:.
p.m., registration for new and former
1,
2
p.m.,
ENG
J.
_
,
.-.
•
r
duPont
de-• Nemours, 'Kinston, N.C.;
students returning.
First class session for Co-<>p students Aiken, -Carndeo, and Florence, · S.C.;
June 17, First day of classes for
going
on
ii
·Training
Period
Q1,1ilrter
IV
Chattanooga,
Tenn, •
'
Quarter IV.
June 14, Late registration via ARC who have registered for PSY 213, AP: ...Engineering; (111 divisions): Marshall
plied Psychology, or soc 261, social Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.
procedure with ~yment of $25 late fee.
. Math and- PhysiC$:.. Naval Ship Re•
AAUP Meeting, today at 4 p.m., UC Problems. PSY meets at 2 p.m. in
ENG 206, and soc meets al 2 p.m. In search & Development Center, Wash:,
203.
208.
'••
D.C.
, .
ENG
Picture wire and hooks for ha nging
.
Friday, June , .
Business:_ NASA, Cape Kennedy, Fla.;
pictures and-or bulletin boards from
Orientation · Session for a11 students . Internal Revenue Service, Tampa, Fla.
wall molding are available in Office
who will go on a Training Pericxf'.QuarPollllcal Science,_ P.-.L1w, American
Stores.
Physical Education and Recreation ter IV, 2 p.m., CTR · 248, University Studies: Congressman Sam Gibbons,
·
Wash., D.C. ,(Open for HIiisborough,
Notes: Students, staff, faculty and their Center Ballroom:
County resident~ oi,ly_, one male and
Monday, June , .
immediate families may have the use
Registration for Co-op students going · one female).
of · the university swimming pools.
Elementary l!!dJJCltlon: Atlanta PubGuests are not allowed. 1.0. cards will on a Training Period Quarter IV, fHI
out packet and pick up tee card in · lie School Systems, Atlanta, Ga.
be requested.
Art or Art Education: GSA, Wash.,
Summer Twilight Golf Tournament. ENG 37 between 9 il.m. and 2.:30 p.m.
Pay tees in Cashier's Office, ADM 131,
D.C. (f_ema les only)
for men, women, and students who are
before 3 p.m.
Physical Education : Ybor City Boy'e
members of the USF Golf Club: startClub, :ra mpa! Fla..
.
Wednesday, June 11
ing date is June 17 at 5:JO p.m., for
Career Planning Conference for stu- . Marine B1_ology: • Texas Parks and
Tuesday afternoons, wifh Thursdays as
an a lternate. Separate divisions for dents Interested in Cooperative Educa- Wildlife Service, _Rockport, Texas.
lion assignments during Quarter IV and
Library Science: U.S. Coast Guard,
men and women and a d ifferent type of
I, 2 p.m., ENG. 3.
\
Wash., O.C. . . .
. .
medal play eadl week. For further InPre-law Pohhcal Sclen~: . H1llsbor•
formation call Ext. 125, or s ign up at . Second class session for Co-op stuon
a
Training
Period
Quar•
ough
County
Clerk
of'
C1rcu1t
Court,
dents
going
the Pro Shop.
ter IV who have registered for PSY -Tampa, Fla. ·,
213, Applied Psychology, or soc 261,
Speech_ Broll!lcasllng: WFLA, Tampa,
Social Problems. PSY meets in ENG
Fla.
.
20l and SOC in ENG 208.
·
Note: '!nyone Interested In summer
Times and places of OTganizations
E~d-of-term
Reports
for
students
on
a
placement_
on(y
may _apply for the U.S.
meeting regularly are posted on the
Training Period must be postmarked . Park Serv,ce ,ri Washington, D.C.
University Center Lobby bulletin boards.
for return to Co-op Office not later than
this da te. $1 late fee if End-of-term Re'TODAY
The following organizations will be in•
senior Acct. or;. Lundi, noon, UC port not postmarked by this date.
Friday, June 13 ,
t erviewihg on campus. Check with
2SS:6.
Last day of Quarter 111 Training PePlacement, ADM 2n, ext 2895 for inter•
Dean's Secretaries Lunch, noon, UC
riod.
',
view locations, to schedule appoint•
252 E .
Monday, June 16
Coffee House, 2 p,m., Engineering
ments, or for further information. lnfor·
First day of Quarter IV Training Pe- mation within brackets indicates related
Au ditorium.
riod.
major fields ofstudy.
·
· Senior Class Exeailive Board, 4 p.m.,
Registration For All Co-ops Returning
.
June 2'
UC 20.4.
From Training Perioil. Pick up packet
Campus Crusade for Christ, 9 p.m.,
.E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co.: Enin P ED · 110 between 7 and 7:30 a.m. gineers (SMF, ME EE, CHE).
UC 255-6.
',
(Co.rrect - Seven to seven-thirty a,m.)
AAUP Meeting, 4 p.m., UC 203.
~
·- June 30
THURSDAY
.
Sign up with coordinator for interview
Sunbeam Corp: Sales (All fields Interand go fo Registration in Gym. Co-<>ps ested in sales).
. BIS Luncheon, 1.1 :50 p.m., UC 255-6.

Official Notices

... ·~··-,'½::. ·(·

Tau Beta Phi, engineering
honor $0ciety, honored their
newly selected members at an
inductibn banquet at King -'Ar- ·· The book drive for Sumter
thur's Inn May 24.
Correctional Institution Li. William H. Taft, director of brary will be held through FriSponsored Research at USF, day. The drive is SJlOnsored
spoke .-~n the challenges of by -Alpha Phi Omega, a naOceanographic engineering.
tional service fraternity.
The Sumter Correctional In;
AT THE ·dinner the fi'aternistitution,
located·· iJ: Bushneli;
ty presetned the First Annu~l
Fla.;
ts
an
.iristr_uctirinal centerEngineering Professor Award
to Dr. P. M. Downey, profes- fur. first ~ffenders .from the
sor of industrial systems and ~ges. of 16 to 25, Qffering education through the high school
chemical engineering.
The , -inductees are: Joel level. Their library has an an:
Boney, Ronald Conley, L~wis ·m.ial budget of .$3000 for new
·
·
·
Conn~f, Charles Cuffaro, Wil- .books.,
liam , Dean, Richard Dunlap, - ALL
TYPES.
of.
books
are
.. .
. .. l
,
Dqnald , E;hlenbeck; Michael needed, espee1ally fiction ma.Hales, Earl H~nderson, Russ 'teri;i.l, although . . hard-back
Johnson, Leslie Mann, An- '.books are preferred. . . _
drew Perlowski, Joel Price
Students ·a nd staff are en~
and Ravindra Shah.
·couraged to bring· any old
:books and texts which ~re no

On May 18 the sorority honored mother-s .at ~ MotherDaughter tea.

'Ser:ious' · Study On First Floor

Sumter Correctiona·I Book
rid:tjy
·Drive Set Through F_

Has.ln~uction

The ADPi's sponsored their
annual "Send-a-Mouse To C'Ollege" project. On Founder's
Day, May.15, a surprise party
was sponsored by the pledges.
At the party the sisters presented a kit concerning· the
founding of ADPi.

water fountain.
..
Third floor librarians are
hyper - a c t i v e individuals.
These people are kept busy
checking books in and out for
students that like to carry
stock of 10 to 20 books in
order to look -intellectual. The
students · go under the pretext
of writing term papers, but
manage two _to three large
bookloads a week.

~~p•· Edu'.c;a,'t·,o;~n·
Co._.~_O

Tau Beta Phi

.~: -:-:...

Books may be Iett -~~ tl}e
table in the UC lobby or inllie
collection contairters. The
tainers are at Argos and Aildros · Centers and in offices ·of
thi . College of . Busµi~ss ~-.Ad-.'
ministration, the College~-: of
Equcation, Social Scf¢Jlg~.
)'me Arts ~uilding, ~ the
Science
Center Cafeteria
.
.
...~:'<
~-.

con-

--l~terli~rary Loan
. ln April about .400
were requested by, the li~ :
with · only about 200 :~:,&d.
1
There were 75 loans' reqlfeL
'~~ ..
by other libraries,· 59 of ·
were filled.
.
.

}::I

·=

USF Swimming Facilities Closed
To Outsiders

··~

longer in use and caimo.t fbe
"..,... ,..;
sold.

DON'T DELAY•!rr.

GET A HAIRCUT TODAl;~

:.,:)

.

Because of the great number of people using .the physical education swfmming facilities, the department emphasises the current policy on the
'
-use of swimming pools.
.,Students, staff and their immediate families are the only
persons allowed to use the
Uni\'.ersity Swimmµig pools. _
_Guests are not allqwed. Students, the .staff and their f~ilies will be asked to furnsih
I.D. cards so that . u11-author. ized persons will .be kept
out of the area;

AT TH~~

FRATERNITY HOUSE
"Your Hair Stylist"

BARBER SHOP
SPECIAL
RAZOR CUTS

$2.50
...

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
PHONE 932-1621

.WE HAYE ENJOYED YOUR PATRONAGE AND
ACTIViTIES WE'VE ENCOUNTERED THROUGHOUT
THE PAST SCHOOL YEAR!

.

se500

>.

TEMPlr'TERRA(E LOJ(flGF:_··...:_~ :. ·:
and Cut Rate' liquoii-- ·.. ~jf:z.;~~ 1·: ~
•

....

.. 84.4l 56th Streef,...:..

•

TEMPLJ TJRRACE CUT RA'TE
.. LIQUORS

cvr-

,J

-.f-

'i

to All!

'

":~·: · f.

; *;\,,,,...,~
!' ·--~-.. ~:-~ ~ ·_

MORRISON:s.FOOD SERVICE

5326 BUSCH BLVD.
NEXT TO PANTRY PRI.DE

T

I -

JUNIOR AND SENIOR

KINDERGARTEN

/

Campus Date Book

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
FOR SEPTEMBER 1969

Pla,,.ement Serv·1ces

Ori the East Shore of Beautiful Lake Magdalen~

ALL CLASSES INCLUDE
1) An approach to phonetics and moderi1 math!
2)' French! ·

Because we specialize in:individual instruction which ,
insures the development-of the·whole child in every
facet of his growtl~, our enrollment will be limited!

3 Forina:l dance les~o~1s consisting of ballet, tap and
.acrobatic

4) Science!
5) Rhythm Band - Basic introduction to rpusic througl1 the
use of tonal octaves, singing, scales, meter ~d directing!
6) Social Etiquette!
7) Crafts!
8} Painting.

Our clas~ for 5-year-olds offers a concentrated reading
readiness and numbers concept program and an introduction to the language arts to dev~lop the intellect.

9} ~ield Trips.
10) Physical Education.

-~-~~~~

ANNOUNCJN·Gr .
~ AFTER sca:ooL CARE ~l
~
.~
~
fti
BOYS AND GIRLS OF FIRST GRADE
al
DALENE, FOREST HILLS, and MILES ELEM
SCHOOLS

.

.

.

·

~-~~~

·.

~ ·

EXPERIENCED·CER'I'IF1ED TEACHERS

llfit~2{~1%W]J.li£JWM1£1lM@-tll¾i!IB
il ]~!
LAKESIDE ACADEMY

i~ii

I

II
>~~:

.ATTENTION: PROFESSIONAL MOTHERSJ
IN ADDITION TO OUR REGULAR KINDERGARTEN WI HAVI ALL DAY CARI AVAILAILF
FOR THOSE CHILDREN ENROLLm IN OUR KINDERGARTEN CLASSiSI
.__

PH~ 935-8191
MRS. MARY ADAMS
DIRECTRESS
TRANSPORTATION, ·
AVAILABLE!

r

;-: m

*-11

·-CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT!

Go North on Rome from Fietcher, Turn lift After Secontl Ponil

.

School;Of Dance
OPENINGS AVAILA8LE
If'.( THE

6, 1, 8 year old classes
•
•
•
•
•

BALLET
TAP
ACROBATfC
CHARACTER
MODERN JAZZ

FRENCH TERMINOLOGY TAUGHT
· IN ALL CLASSES

~fili

Enrollment now being accepted for F•ll.'1968.

14806 LAKE MAGDALENE CIRCLE ·

'

fLITCHH

UTA•'-IIHID sn•·

I.
i½,::
%;'-._:;::

GRADED SYSTEM
CLASSES FORMING

.i

·,.
I:-•• a
?-1;<·~,.,;:
~i

.

. .. i

-1;

V

:::

-··d1

,---~~

~

.:;, \;

.

.
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provided by "Doctor Feelgood
and the Interns" and their
revue from Atlanta.

,: Greek Weekends ActiVe
ios ,-.,.

A brunch at the Internationwere: Tracy Anderson, Leah
Bailey, Karen H a d s o c k , al Inn ended the Weekend
Schatzi Hinton, B a r b a r a events. A candlelight was held
Nagle, Judi Perry, Linda to announce the pinning of
Debbie Argintar to _ Frank
Thornton and Fran Yavers.
J,eanne Supernant was a fi- Moss, a Tau Epsilon Phi.
<=NeW~Kappa Sigma brbthers
ais bil·
Pearl Weekend began
~ a\rt McLendon, John Vo- nalist in the mtramur
AEPHI Inspiration Week.
denicker and . Larry Wynn. liards games.
. 23 the DG's spon- May 26 was turn-about .day.
,,r;;:ir.:,,
On May
1cm u "\ quarter pledges are:
~i,IJ. ,4,lbaugh, Tim Cuddihy, sored its semi-formal Anchor The following day the sisters
CT!ris' tieiselman, Steve Hack- Ball at the Commerce Club. and pledges sponsored a pizza
etit R-ussell Kitching, Charles "Buck and the Reactions" party at the Pizza Hut.
Leonard and Vince Oliveri. provided the entertainment.
THE DELTA pledge class is
Bronze, pink and blue col~ew!'.Little Sister initiates are
Becky Abernathy, St arr ors were used for table deco- also sponsoring a party for,
7
th
and Becky Wedkerly. rations.
.rn6nias
e sisters on June · The
·
n\i_
ON MAY 24, a picnic was Delta pledge class sponsored a
aion- May 3 the pledge class
traveled .to the Beta Lamda sponsored at Hillsborough pajama party for the big sis~pter at the University of State Park in conjunction with ters on May 16·
The Epsilon Psi chapter is
orgia. That weekend Epsi- Anchor weekend. A picnic
Is Sigma chapter at Florida . lunch and co-ed games high- sending a delegate to the
AEPhi national convention in
State university hosted the an- lighted the afternoon.
Pam Freeman is lavallered the Bahamas on June 16.
rfuaI District Conclave. The
~ -ppa Delta chapter sent four to Harry Albertson, a Tau Epsilon Phi. Bette Helms is ladelegates to the conclave.
·
cPLEDGE RUSSELL' Kitch- valiered to Ric Hutchinson.
Deonna Howard is pinned to
mg: was co-chairman of Tom Yielding, a Sigµia Alpha
Spting Spectacular and Fall Epsilon at Birmingham SouthLiz Billingsley is a TKE calFrolics. Brother Richard Rob- ern College. Pat Sterling is la--inson received a graduate fel- valiered to Dave Yates, - a endar girl. Mary Jane Russell
was chosen Trans-World Air•
Iowship in history at the Uni- Lambda Chi Alpha.
on campus next year.·
lines
n-t'!rsity of Georgia.
1
The ChiO's and the PiKA's
; Both Kitching and Robinson
Tap collected over $100 for a can;were nominated for Who's
cer drive that .was held on
rWho in American Colleges.
Mother's Day. Afterwards the
Keith Simmons is engaged
Pi"KA's treated the sisters to a
1to Phyllis Mikesell, a Tri
Lambda Chi Little Sisters
a1i
1
cookout.and social. Pooh FiefDelta. Kappa Sigma Iav ers
Dor- fer and Janice( Tucker are
l
as follows: Gregg p as- are Jan Chalmers, Toni
1were
Ch b la" a sett, Gail Kennedy, Sherr,i PiKA Little Sisters.
p
~
Jten to eggy am er m,
' Chi Omega, •Rodger 'PowE!ll to Seroka, G:iil Shulnian, Linda
THE PLEDGES were road)Bk ky Abernathy, Rex Clonts Taylor and Sandy Winning.
· d by Owl Man Bill KreThe Lambda Chi's celebrat• trippe
to Barbara Weekerl y, · J erry
ki and then trea ted t o a
-',• Tighe to Elaine Jaekson. a ed their weekend with a beach u,ows
nd
with .the sisters.
social
dance
semi-formal
a
party
Ken
l Delta Gamma and pledge
ChiO's foster child played
gWheatly to Vicky Vail, a Chi at the Floridan Hotel with
music provided by "The miniature golf with the sorori: Omega.
Southern Comfort." The week- 'ty as part af the chaPter•s
d
•
~
~ Dan Ham]jn 1s engage to
. t.
. proJec
~11Sally Johns, a University of end ended with a fraternity service
The second annual Eleusin' canoeing party at Hillsbor-Florida student. ·
ian formal ball was sponsored
ough State P ark ·
at the Trowel and Trade
Union Hall. ."The Omen" provided the entertainment for
J
the evening.

the Chemistry Department.
Miss Jenkins was selected as
a result of her high academic
standing and achievement in
the field of chemistry.
Cindy Conrad and Nuri De
La.Cruz were Judges for the
Hillsborough County spelling
·bee.
DZ OFFI~RS are: Pat
Murphy, president; Barbara ·
Cebula, vice-president; Pat
Goins, secreatry; Jenny
Walsh, treasurer; and Sheila 1
Sororka, Junior Panhellenic. ,
Following the •sisters' meeting on May 7, the sisters kidnapped and blindfolded the
pledges and ,took them t Q
Cristie's for pizza. On May Z7
the pledges kidnapped their
Big Sisters and took them to
Howard Johnson's for sun.
daes.
Delta Zeta's formaJ., the
Rose Ball, was at the Sokol
Motel on May 24.

UsQf G Hosts

K=Si-g Pledges

0

I .•·

Chi O's Help

Cancer Drive

h

Lambda C i
Littl,e S·isters

I

f

I

) Ins.piration w,eek AEPh·, w·,!1s
I He.Id By PG s Acad,em·,ca.lly

.

nr
.
j Vicky Donelson and Gail .·
, Montgomery are SAE Little • AEPhi won the Panhelle_ c
: Sisters. An inspiration week punch bowl for outstandmg
academic achi~vement and
Z was sponsored to honor the
j eight founders of, Delta Phi p~aced second 17m the Gre~
~ Alpha local sorority which is smg.. On May ~e ~Phi s
: now the Delta Gamma chap- treated: ~e Tutorial children '
, ter q.t ·USF. , The ·founders to a picmc at Rowlett Park.
May 23 furu 25 was AEPhi
~ were ]1onored at a party. with
talumnae and chapter mem• ~earl Weekend. The weekend
mcluded a beac~ party at
i bers on May 15.
; On May 16, a ''superplegge" Sand Key Beach mqe~.,
f dl!Y, was held so ~e 0 unders ter on 11~~-~ii:- , .,
~venmg tHe ~hi s
fc~ ld serve a special pledgeand itherr dates,_had dinner at
I slfip."
{['HE WOMEN were also the Holiday Dmner Theatre
! honored at a chapter meeting and saw; the play "§even Year
, J ,May 20. Sisters honore~ Itch." ..... ·· · • ... ~

!.

THAr:

of

THE CHAPTER adviser,
Mrs. Charles Appleton, instituted a new award, the Toni
award, 'in honor of her mother. The award was presented
Lawrence, for h'e r contribution to the chapter this year.
The Man of the Year ·award
- at the Rose Ball to Linda
wq.s given to Paul Branch and
Mik p tt
e a erson.
· d to
· pmne
Philli"ps 1s
sUSc!ll
K ppa Phi·
·
J" D
owmng, a a
im
Billie Gordon is lavaliered to
Joe Ramsa, a Lamda Chi
· enAIpha. Sbeila Soroka IS
h
N
G
,._
d
L
gc1ge ,.., ary as .

-

' to complement your busy schedule,
we have come up with some spor•
tive and romantic vacation look1
••. all casual coifs.

r"'THE

~\4b"~'A~ttc-

'
Be;uty·S(llon and Wig Center
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd Street Ph. 935-14Q0

The Freedom Findersports car·fun-27 ·
luxury car extras make
it the complete one

Buy it for only
$2s11°0
Delivered in Tampa
Plus Tag & Tax
96 HP OHV engine! Front disc brakes !
Fully padded bucket seats. heater/defroster,
roll-up windows, tach and tonneau.
Even an electric clock and radi_o ! A total qf
27 items worth $300- all standard !

DATSUN
SPORTS CAR 1600
MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER!

~

FELLOWS MOTOR CO.
813

w.

Kennedy
253-3106

$

PIKA DREAM Girl is Elizabeth Raleigh.· This award · is
given to the most outstanding
Pike Little Sister.
Other awards were: best,
pledge - Ed· Jones,albe~t
brother - John Pest
b
· OZZI,
best brother award given Yd
the Little Sisters - How~
0
Segan. Little Brothers
presented their paddles to
their Big Brothers.
d · ·
mweeken
Guests at the
K J s·1
d Mrs
1.
.
.
an
Col.
eluded
verwood, Mr.and Mrs. Jones,
, Coach Robert Grindey and
Edward Tocco.

ists will continue on display in
the UC Gallery, (UC) 108, now
through Wednesday, · J uly 11.
All of the works are for
sale. Gallery hours are 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday-Friday.

The University Center closes Quarter III with a. movie
"thriller" and an art exhibit,
and is . confirming plans for
programs for Quarter IV.

MOVIE
"Spiral Staircase" starring
Rhonda Flemming and Ethel
Barrymore will be presented
on Friday and Saturday, June
6 and 7, at 7:30 p.m. in the
BSA. Admission is 35 cents.
ART EXHIBIT
An exhibit of prints from
the Associated American Art-

e

presented. The show is tentatively scheduled for the Argos
pool area or UC 255-6 in ·case
of rain.
Saturday, Aug. 2, a splash
party will be held at 6 p.m. by
the Argos Pool.

QUARTER IV PREVIEW
Programs for Quarter IV in- , Several programs, designed
clude an exhibit of Jazz Post- to 'highlight Afro-American
ers;to·be shown from July 21 arts, letters and garments
until mid-August in the UC will be featured through the
Gallery, UC 108. These works, summer.
from the Smithsonian Gallery,
. Dances, weekly movies· and
will be for sale.
Wednesday, July 2, a Beach- jam sessions will again be
wear Fashion Show will be part of the summer quarter. '

_________________ ;... ____________ __

ZBT Weekend
1

I
II
I

HOnOrS Al UmS

.
·PHILIP

I
II
I

.
•
PA.INJS
. ORTON
LEE M

Zeta Beta Tau sponsored its
Please Clip and Send to Philip a... Mo~on, FHA 110
annual Blue and Gold Formal
Ball the weekend of May 30 \ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )
through June 1. Friday night
of the weekend included a
garden party at the home of
chapter trustee Mr. Marill Jacobs.
The ZBT's hosted members
of the Tampa Bay Alumni and
their wives at the party. A
formal dinner-dance was at
11
the Port-O-Call in Tierra
freedom Suite"
Verde on Saturday evening.
,
ZBT ADVISORS Dr. Edward Silbert and Mr. Michael
Kaplan were awarded certifica'tes of merit by the chapter.
I
Bob Silverman was awarded
- AND FOR THE FIRST TIME
the Best Pledge trophy.
Skeleton Key honorary of
ZBT tapped Steve Cohn for
membership and awarded
I "DO YOUR THING" (Formerly Bill Cosby's Band)
Bruce Nemenhoff and Harley
Stock the inter-chapter cooperation plaque, an award
which is co-sponsored_ by
Gamma Zeta chapter at the
Tickets: $4.50; $5.00, $5.50. Mail Orders Filled - Enclose stamped., addressed
University of Louisville.
envelope with check to RASCALS, Bayfront Center, 400- lst Street S.~ ·
Sunday ended the weekend
·
St. Petersbarg, Fla. 33701.
with a brunch at Wolfie's in
BOX OFFIQ OPEN DAILY 9:30 AM - 5:30 PM (CLOSED SUNDAY)
~t. Petersburg. .
ALSO AT WARDS IN ST. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER & TAMPA
ZBT DELEGATES to· the
ZBT National Convention at
Grand Bahama Island August
25 through August 30 are:
Mark Glusman, president; Ed
Kraus, vice-president; Bob
Lazer, treasurer; Bob Silverman, secretary and Richard
.Abel, Phil Cohen and Steve
Quain as delegates-at-large.
Scott Barnett, Larry Schatzman and Harvey Schonbrun
will attend the University of
Florida Law School in the fall.
Rick Kirsch will enroll at the
Medical College of Virginia as
a dental student.
Bill Vale lavaliered Sally
Dunn and Mark Glusman is
· pinned to Renee Brodis.'
·

THE

RASCALS
- IN PERSON -

IJUNE 13 - 8 P.M. I

THE WATTS l03rd SJREET RHYTHM BAND

BAYFRONT CENTER

ST. PETERSBURG

The KD's "slaved" themselves to Tampa alumnae on ·
May 24. The sporority hired it•
self to the alumnae for spring
housecleaning in rder to get
better acquainted with the
NEW PLEDGES and their group. On May 25, the chapter
big sisters were introduced. sponsored a tea with the
The two Owl Men received alumnae· chapter.
Martha Clement was apjerseys and honorary Owl
Men, who ¥e husbands of pointed secretary of the ExChiO alumnae, were honored ternal Affairs Committee.
Irene Rampi was presented
with plaques.
A dinner at the ' Sweden as sweetheart of Theta Chi at
House was given in ·honor of the fraternity's Red and
YJhite form~ C~lyn Warren
,
senior ChiQ's.
Pooh Pieffer was engaged 1s an ATO Little Sis Tau.
The l)ledges sponsored a
to Jay , Kidde!, a Ri Kappa
Alpha and Janice Tucker s 1• slumber party Ma Y _23.
lavaliered to Bill Bowman,, a : Following the sisters'. meeting .
~ · on ~ay 'll~ a surprISe party
Pi Kappa Alpha.
..i:.~ _ ~ _,,.
was given by the pledges.
•
JoAnn Bodden is engaged to
♦
.
Fred cwhbie.

°

Language ,Dept.

KAT In·,t·1ates

Sisf,ers June 16.

FOR
VACATION
FUN! ·

F
ave Or
Tampa Al umnae

KD' SI

Activities Promise Variety

Pledges of De1ta Rho colony
of Kappa Alpha Theta will be ·.
initiated as sisters during the
week of June '16. They will be
the 95th chapter of Kappa
.Alpha Theta.
~ After two days of installa. tion on June 19 there will be a
dinner in honor of the new sisters at the Carrollwoad Golf
and Country, Club. Sisters representing chapters of Kappa
Alpha Theta tram all over the
nation will be present at the
initiation.
On May Z1 The.t a's had a
· pillow party and exchanged
kite shaped pillows.
Linda Losey ,was lavaliered
to Tom Jacob, a Delta ·Tau
Delta.

New Delta Zeta
Officers Named
The National Science 'Foundation selected Paulette Jen•
kins to be an undergraduate
·researcher this summer for

CPA Offers

Introduces New
T.eaching '!/ay.s

Pike Dre~m ·
Ball Is H,eld

The Modern L a n g u a g e
Dept. has introduced an innovation in the teaching of
language to students.
Already being used in
French courses, it consists of
short humorous skits which
accompany the lessons taught
in class. These experimental
videotapes support the lessons
in the text, and will be shown
through the university TV
channel.
l
I
The purpose of the tapes is
Library-Documents
to allow students to learn the
In the library document language in a vivid and more
collection there is a total of realistic way.
The tapes will be used in
about 203,000 items. In the
month of April approximate- German starting in the Fall
ly 2,000 items were added to session in September.
Dr. William Hunter, Chairthe document collection;
about 100 microcards were, man of . the department, said
used; and about 200 document that in the near future, these
inquiries were made.. 300 re- tapes will ' also be used in
ference inquiries were made. Spanish courses too.

Pike Dream Ball was held
this quarter. The weekend included a dance at Camp Oconee with music provided by
tne ".Joshua Dykes" and a
fol'.IDa.1 dance at the Quail Hollow Country Club.
Each couple received a
blanket with the fraternity's
crest at the formal dan~.·
Entertainment at the ball was

~
ii
/f/~B-~
ff

SATURDAY NIGHT 8 P.M.
UNIVERSITY CHAPEL
FELLOWSHIP

DON'T BE GREEDY!
You'U Have Plenty To Eat At Fontana
Where Seconds are Unlimited

SEE!
CHEF "UNLIMITED SECONDS'' JOSE
Current Advisor U.S. Olympic Eating Team

R 1 NG S

SEE US NOW FOR OUR
SPECIAL QUARTER.IV

Exam Course
A course designed to assist
candidates in preparing for
the Uniform Certified Public
Accountants Examination will
be offered by the Center for
Continuing Education at USF
r'
July 11 to Nov. 1.
The course, titled "The Certified Public Acountant Review Program," is a series of
intensive sessions instructed
by the Accounting faculty of
the College of Business Administration.
A total of 109 classroom
hours will be required for the
five courses in Accoul/-ting
. Theory, Taxation, Cost · Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Accounting.
The sessions, held on consecutive Friday evenings and
Saturday mornings, will meet
in the USF Business Administration . Building. The fee
schedule for the complete
course will be $150.
For further information concerning the program and fees
for individual courses, phone
the Center for Continuing
Education at USF, 988-4131,
ext. 403 and in St. Petersburg,
\
898-7414.

·- FINAL
. c WEEKEND
,:_;_~·- CELEBRATION
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IArthur Yates
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Store Front Parking
Comer ?!u~~

Mabry

RATES

20 MEAL PLAN $311
15 MEAL PLAN $289

l

ALSO INCLUDES
COED LIVING

SWIMMING POOL
Lounges with TV on Each Floor
Air Conditioned Throughout ,
Semi Private Bath

..i.,:
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YOU DESE·RVE THE BEST!!
AND YOU GET THE BEST AT

FONTANA HALL
4200 FLETCHER AVENUE

ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE UNIVERSITY
PHONE 932• 4391

I
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THE ORACLE'-June 4, 1969, U. of South florlcla-f

.,,
CHANGES,
· · ACC 201 002
CB$

ELEM

101 003

FONCT ENGLISH

Revisions

'
BUS 318

03

3M TWP

04 ·

3. 4 M W 3F LI!' 271

ACCTG I

CBS 122 001

FONCT SPANISH

03

4 MW RP

BUS ~09

EDP' 305 003

BUM DEVEL LRNG

04

4 M-P

PED 109

EDP' 611 004

PSY FNOTNS EDUC

04

4 M-P'

BUS 319

EDL 601 001

BIBLIO BK SELEC

OS

6 7- T R BR BUS 110

04
04

2 M-F

"BUS 206

EON 451 002

TCH MATH SEC FJJ/
TCH .MATH SEC ED

2 3M W F

Lll' 266

EDS 311 001

EXCEPTNL CHLDRN

04

4 M-F

FAR 286

USF TAMPA CAMPUS COURSES
The Quarter IV, 1968-1969 University Class Schedule printed in
"The oracle'' of Wednesday, May 7 , 1969 should be amended as
follows:

NEW COURSES AND/OR SECTIONS:

·,

. EON 451 001

·· EDS. 479 004
EDS .A79 014

PRACTICUM SP HRN 04
PRACTICUM SP HRN 04

3 M-F
6 M-F

APT 035
APT 0"35

EDS 541 001

CULT DISAD SCHL

6 M-F

:!DtT 209

SUPRV EX CH PRO

EDS 612 001

04
04

EDU 209

TCli MTR SEC· ENG

04

1 M-F

EDW 643 001

TRND SEC SOC ST

04

3 4 T

EGR VALUATION

EGB 305 002

CHE

a

107

3P EDU 202D

03

4 M W _R 'P

ENG 201

ENG 310

EGR -412 001

ELECTRIC II

03

3 .M T W F

ENG 528 001
BTY 211 002

MOD BR AM FICT
AMERICAN HTY I

04
03

8 9 M1f SP !'All 134

BTY 212 002

NEW COURSES 'l\ND/OR SECTIONS:

EGB 316 961.

INT

ELEC MOD~ · 03 .11-13 M-

AMERICAN HTY II

Q3

1 MW RP'
4 _M WR P

EGR 6j0 963· . SP ELECT PROB

03

TBA

TBD

-

BOT ;;~} _60_1

·_OVERSEAS
OVERSEAS
OVERSB>.5
OVERSEAS
OVERSEAS
OVERSEAS
, OVERS.BAS
OVERSEAS
OVERSEAS

OS

3-9 MW F

04

11-14 W

SPA 2271'

NEW COURSES AND/OR SECTIONS:
SCH LIB ADM SER

EGR 6~il 703

05

ADV EGRVALUATN

03

TBA

LEE

TBA

NRS

CANCELLATIONS:

SOC 131

INST PREM TECH
SEM INS CHA MU$

03
03

SP ELEC PROB

03

BTY· 591 002

PS/AFRO AMERICN . 04

9-10 M-P'

sqc 121

HGT 472 002

MGMT SCI I

78T7R

BUS 111

CHANGES:

· RHONDA-FLEMING

ENG 206

MTH 571 701

03

4 M-F

LIP 2_67

GEOM ADV STPT

03

AD SET THRY ALG

03

ADV ACCTG II

Ol
TBA
02
TBA
03
TBA
04 • TBA ·
05
TBA
06
TBA
07
TBA
08
TBA
09 . TBA

PSY 431 901

BEH DISABL CHLO
SMNR CURR RSCH
SMNR CURR RSCH

-

6 M-F

BUS 20t

FUNCT RUSSI!'N

03

3MWRF

220 001

FONCT SPANISH

03

4MWRF

BUS' 20§

CHM 351 001

INT,RO B~OCHEM

04

6 M-F

CHE 105

EDE 425--001

BLTH PE CHLD

04

3 M-.F 4 W

Pl!!I> 1°04'

EDS 322 001

INTRO MNTL RTRD

EDW 643 002

TRNDS SEC SOC ST 04

11-14

a

03

11-14 T

CHE 111

01
02

10-13 T
l0-13 T

EDU 208
EDU 208

12-14 M

PSYCH OF ADJUST

04

11 _12 ~3M ~OC 151

04

JUVENILE PELINO

ADMISSION 35c

Business Auditorium
(BSA)

;iiiim_;_;_;~m-,~,~,-1- -siiiiii~~~iiiiiiiii_________

~~
-<A..· __,.
~
{kl z"n·dSi_:_._ ~ . ~~
p
l,

04

l:t 12 13· R.

1112 13 ~

03

4MTWF

NRS

GPY 407 014

WW REGNL GPY

04

2 M-F

soc 311·

001 013
CG. STUDY SKILLS
001 0,14
CG STUDY SKILLS
001 015 · CG STUDY SKILLS
001 ,016 CG STUDY SKILLS
001 017
CG STUDY SKILLS
001 018 CG STUDY SKILLS
001 019
CG STUDY SKILLS

00
OD
00
00
00
00
00

lMTWF
2MWRF
3MTWF
4MWRF
6MTWF
8MWRF

CHE
CHE
sex:
CHE
CHE
CHE
sex:

HTY 212 001
HTY' 231. 003

AMERICAN HTY II
MOD EUROP HTY I

03
03

3MWRF
SMWRF

soc .1?5.
soc lil6 .

HTY 232 001

HTY 232 003

MOD EUROP HTY II
MOD EUROP HTY II

03
03

9MWRF
6MWRF

SOC -146

HTY 331 001

ERP IN 20 CENT

04

3 M- F

soc 146.

POL 201 005

AM NATNL GOVMNT

04

2 3 TR.

03

6 MWR F

soc 15...
soc 257

SPA 663 · oar

MEXICAN LITE~TUR 03

5 MW RF

soc 160

zoo
zoo

MAMMALOGY
MAMMALOGY

6MWF
8-10 W F

SCA 10;-r.:
SCA lOr;'.

258

3 R 4 T R

108
108_
146
106
108
108
386

EDC 510 001 :
EDC 510 002

HEALTH PROB CHL
HEALTH PROB CHL

04
04

7 8 TR BF
7 8 TR BF

EDU 212

PRACTICUM SP HR
PRACTICUM S.P HR

04
04

4 M-F
7 8 T 9, R

APT 035
APT 035

04

6 M-F

ENG 004

l MW RF

ENG 310

ENG 528 001
FRE 583 003
FRE 583 006

MOD BR AM FICT
ST PLEMIC WRIT
ST AGE ENLIGHT

04

7 8 TR BF

FAH 134

03
06

TBA
TBA

NRS
NRS

_GBA 362 001

BUSINESS LAW II

OS

1 2

__GPY 407 004 .

REG GEOG SE _US

04

·5 M-F

SOC 317

ITA 541 001

19 CENT LI'l'.ER

_03

6 M W' R F

SOC 257:

ITA 583 006

ST TRECENTO WRT . 06

TBA

NRS

.MTR 583 014

PROB STAT

04

TBA.

TBD

MUS 387 001

CONCERT BAND

01

8 9 MWF

FAH 102 .

RUS 542 001

RS PO 19 20 CEN

03

3M

F

BUS 209 -

RUS 553 001

RUS NOVL 19 CEN

03

2 MW R F

BUS 209 ·

RUS 583 003

SELECTED TOPICS

03

TBA

NRS

soc 341 002

SOC ORGANIZATN

04

4 M-F

soc 155

soc 691 001

THESIS/SEMINAR

05

TM

NRS ·

SOC 692 001 . THESIS/SEMINAR

OS

TBA

NRS

~

WF ·

w R.

RUS 583 003 . ST~RUSSIAN POETS

518 800
518 001

.
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A s t u d e rr-t go\lernment
spokesman said collection
dates for books Will be next
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.·Levi's

NUVO
The le an, rugged Levi's look in'a dress-up, homes. pun fabric - a great selection of the latest colocs.
Never need ironing, .never lose their crease ·they're Sta-Prest! Nobody makes Sta-Prest but
Levi's.
SHOP THE BELK LINDSEY NEAREST YOU 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

I

TAMPA:

• BRITTON PLAZA
• ST. PETERSBURG.• SARASOTA
• PUNTA GOIDJ
• HENDERSON BLVD, :
• ··lAIGO
• LAKELAND
• ARMENIA C_EIHEll • BRADENTON
• · WINTER NAVEi( • "· MYERS

~~:~:SVILLE

--r-:ii"f2

q~ •

•

MW, titt 6WU wi1k
JADE JEWELRY~

·~ le-0e, Bill} 6iuuh.
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. . . .:.. . ·and earring set; i{l ~-:-,·
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2. FOR RENT

14. HELP WANTED
bedroom, 1
----M_a_l_e_i:_.·_1=e_
-_m_a_le_~·_:_··_
.: _

Duplexes for rent. 1
furnished or unfurnished.-·Near
USF. 932-4400,, 935-2554
·
_- ·
Two bedroom house fumsh~d,
sublet j~e 20 - Sept. l0. 40
acres, pri_vate _lake, dock, boat,
lawn, patio, air cond. $160-mo.
call 932-2905 1 .,

3. APTS. & 'HOUSES
--------------Wanted, girl to share Mar-Jo
Apt. with 3 girls.- Approx. $35 mo. plus quarter · of phone and
elec., phone· after noon 988-8561
.
"
Wanted . Female rpommate for
Qtr. 4. 2 bedroom, AC Mar-Jo.
Call 988-8861.

6. FOR SALE

/

'

•·

Papers, manuscripts . -of'- any
length typed in English, German, -and French. IBM executlve carbqn r ibbon. Call Jermifer at 935-7948.
Fast · accurate typing done in
my home phone Camille Genter
at 932-9823 Reasonable.

...

#

;
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:.2:,:}t\X,·f i1;..~;:·....:__. .._.,.·:-:.

.;.:.- Ji9lc:f,•J1H11<t turtle · pin: :· ·.-:, ~:·,:,-_

:-\:
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------------

Honest-to-

, ORDON "&G
. DIAMON D M ER CHANTS 01' AMl!RICA

Pepsi taste!

Guy, Omer, 932-1009, F ontana
20. Riders wanted to Gainesville ··
Wed. afternoon $3.00 each in
VW aus (slow but roomy).
Cindy, 93-5-0953, Box 1026, Fontana Hall. Need ride back to USF
From Miami on June 15 or 16.
K. Vanta, x 2268 (9), USF 134.
Need_ rider to Knoxville, - Term.
Leaving Orlando June 12 or 13.
Share expenses.
Kim, x 2278, Delta 3 West. Ride
needed to New York City anytime after June 10.
- - - - - - -- -- - Lucy Mikulak, 988-5780, 5912
Jenny - Mar - jo. Need Ride to
Washington, D.C. at end of
_q_u_a _r t_e_r._ -_ _ __ _ __ _
Paula Hinton, 2292, USF 1()61.
Three co-eds need ride to anywhe.i:e in New York anytime
after ·,11th. Will share expenses.
-----''--,--.- - - -- -Andy MacGill, x2596, USF Box
1574. Need ride- to New Haven,
Conn_ecticut June 10 or soon
after. Will share e~enses.
Pat and Becky ~64, Kappa 226
or { 230. Ride needed to New
E ngland area, preferrably New
York are!l. Will share expenses
~une 18-21.
J...:.i_m_ S_a-tte_r_w_hi__t_e_ 9_88--90_0_3_ T_h_e_ta
2i9, USF Box iso1. woJid like
ride to Richmond, Va. leaving
on June 8, 9 or 10.

·PEPSI~
COLA

~ v ·E WELERS

. lick up Ill lffl CWII Wajl

.

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GO~DON'S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR,
• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, .TEMPLE TERRACE
OTHER STOHS !N: SL PETERSBURG. CLEARIIATl ft•
BRAOEPITOII. PLANT CITY AND LAKEL~ND

------------'----

20 L~st And Found
" .
Congr1~tulatlons
Polly
Wally Doodle ~- the day . . .
Love, the Beautician and Company • • •

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

Summer employment.
Male
counselors : Sports, trampoline,
or tennis. Call: 949-4607

5 lines
(27 characters/line) . · - · $1.00
Additiorral Line __ _• ___ .15
Parttime - . attractive girls for Re~eated: 2-4 lssnes
waitress jobs Fri-Sat. nights, at Moro th~ 4 issues ---- .75
Safari. Contact Mrs: Vila at Sa- •Per five lines (27 characters)

,oo:

far~2866 or home· 876-5739

. · ~. : . . ·

··· ·

- - - - - - - - - - - - - &ilM¼itiiA:%t1~:ftNiiWWtM-t®¼Wtmt ttitiM\

14. HELP WANTED
Male, Female

-:

15.· SERVICE$ OFF,ERED

------------•
TR~ 1962 with .'67 4A engine,
red w-white top. Radio, wide
boots , on r ear, oversize ,t ires up
front, · $850.00 Call Joan Thomson-Tampa 832-6744.
,
.
.
.
1963 Buick Special, V-6, 3-speed,
23 m .p.g., air cond., deluxe
r adio, one owner, superior Scott Kirby, Ext. 2301,_ 09, USF
condition. Asking $750. Call 932- 936, Alpha 112. Need _ride No_rth
29~ (faculty member).
- Norfolk, Va., New Y(!rk City,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Boston or Vermont. Will share
13. WANTED
expenses. HELP!
POETRY WANTED for cooperative poetry anthology. Please
include stamped envelope. Send
t-0 _Idlewild Press, 543 Frederick, San •F rancisco, California,
94117" ;

;.

·:... -:-

ATTENTION- ALL SENIORS .
FROM TAMPA BAY AREA - .
Career $600 .per ~onth,.J)lus expense allowance for mari needed for insurance. agency. Send
resume to: , P.O. Box . 11702,
Tampa Florida-33610.

18.- RIDES

1O. AUTOM9TIVE

·Sta-Pr~st.

~j lo•~

.JEWELEII&

BUS 107

't

Ideal trailer 8'x22' Air cond. 10
min from campus $1100 988-9765
Ask for Dwight P rice. Please
leave a number.
.
.
One thousand_ love poems, exce~ent for g~utar );!layers. Sell
entire collection or collaborate
with song writer. Call 527-2671
St. Pete after 6 p.m.
.
- --'-- -- - - - - - ·_
Collection over 500 miniatures
in original ~onten~ sealed Iiquors, cordials, wmes,_ soda,
beer, from. all ~arts of.. world.
Complete collection of Sloppy
Joes", Havana Cuba. No longer
available some in cerafolcs
figurettes'. 527-2671 St. Pet~
after 6p.m.
/
·
------------•

,, .

J.t...

.

145

G 0RDON"S

· E>Rl2\..CLE ctAsS1i=1to
- Aos::·
~-- ..... :.~-- ·..,c.. _'.':>,~a:.£

------------•
Large building lot, north, on
Trout Creek Canal, goes to
Hillsboro River, Paved Road,
quiet, no trailers, . $3,650, $150
down payment, $30 per month.
949-1307.

I

00
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soc

................_.............

The ninth lecture in the Exper imental Psychopathology
Lecture Series will feature
The exchange will begin the Dr. Harry F: Harlow disfirst day of registr~tion for cuss1ng the "Effects· of IsolaQuarter IV and last for one tion on· Social and Intellectual
weeK, the spokesman said. A:,· Behaviors."
30,day pick-up period is being
The talk will be held in
allowed.
Education 302 (The Kiva) Friday at 2 p.m.
.
Monday, T uesday,
Wednesday.

-:-2

... , .-:,_

EDU 213

03,

soc 151

soc

..

-

P:::~ •

~~:_1"a~illP.l~;:m;~ t;o
~·• , c.;;--r•:- --~~ e titled;:\~!:e,,11~ Rather J?istrubing ~ffernqon . .. " They
':~~ .S
·betagp~esFri~~td'~d ont.t he Cenuc
e
ay a 2 p.m.
and are , directed by Doug
~,·. Kaye.
~
· The first;""An Intricate De.,·sign," Wqs.::written by Theatre
-iQstructor Carl Williams, who
·d irected "Royal ·Gambit" and
"The Infernal. Machine" and
just appeared as the Nazi pro•fessor in "Incident at Vichy."
· His script had . been performed before - orofe"ssionally, Off-Broa dway in New York
- and now USF is getting a
- · crack at it.
· The secona play is by Darryl Marzyck; who has b~en directing a nd ,actjng in some of
the more off-beat ·afternoon
productions ' these past two
quarters. His play is called
"By-Product of a Careless
Evening."

~

t

ST ADV KINETICS

BUS 109

A University-wide book excl}ange is being sponsored
next week by the USF student
government and Pi Sigma Ep·
silon Fraternity.

The f i n a I Experimental
Theatre presentation of the

lC -

CHM 583 001

Sponsor Book -- Ex~hange ·

(

5 6 TR SP' EDU 21

ENG 206

,

In Sight ,

·,

,

NRS ·

I

Afternoon

4 M-F

· 04

NRS

INT STATIST I

BUS 321

03

.Dlsfurbing

1

2 MW R F

LIF 267

SR SEM BUS

ABNORMAL PSYCH

soc 563 901

2 MW R. F

CBS

NRS
NRS
N·Rs
NRS
NRS
NRS
NRS

EGR 479 001

CBJ\NGES: ~ '

PSY 335 901

03

03

TBA

11-14 M

499 901

FUNCT RUSSIAN

EGR VALUATION

EGR 410 004 • ST EGR III

03

GBA

CBS 217 001

.

EGB 305 001

NEW COURSES AND/OR SECTIONS :

DOROJHY'McGUIRE
GEORGE 'BRENT

3 MWR F

NRS

TBD

' 689 701 • SPEC IN TOI? I
EGR

' - CBS 203 901
EDE 603 901
EDE 603 902

03

3 M-F

USF TAMPA CAMPUS EVENING COURSES

- Staring -

BEHAVIORAL SCI

BUS 205

04

EDS 479 024
EDS 479 034

ENG 201

ACC 402 901

CBS 201•· 003

-LIF 261

PHYSIC CHEM III

SARASOTA
SARASOTA

1112 TR

SPEC IN TOP III

MTH 573 701

THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE

STUDY
STUDY
STUDY
STUDY
STUDY
STUDY
STUDY
STUDY
STUDY

2-4 M-F.
6-8 M-F

03

EGR 590 ~01

2 MW RF

CHM 443 bOl

DRS
DRS
DRS
DRS
DRS
DRS
DRS

USP CONTINU1NG EDUCATION COURSES

EDL 411 791

03

-..~ .....

PHYCOLOGY

EDC 681 703
tnc 681 713

- Presents FRI.-SAT.-& SUN. AT 7:30 P.M.

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009

FUNCT SPANISli

CBS 218 001

/

SOC 131

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER

395
395
395
395
395
395
395
395
395

CBS 121 001

·-- . J

CHANGES:

EGR 630 713

03

SPA 222B

CANCELLATIONS:

SOC 351 961 . THE FAMILY

EDT 447 002

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

USP ST·, PETERSBURG CAMPUS COURSES

CJ\NCELLATIONS'c

FOLLOW THE:C/M ROAD

TO ,·CAREER SUCCES'S
If you're unc:ertain°of your car~er route, contact one of the executive placement counselors. at C/M For ·Professional gufdance. ·

c/rv1

OF

'
T.Arv1PA,
Inc.

_Membe·r "Career Management A~soc."

Florida's Executive Placement
Spedalists .

)

'FaCes': ·Portrait 01 ·Mise,-Y

10-THE ORACLE-June 4, 1969, U. of South Florida
' "A •
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Final( Dance
·-Prod.uction
- -

'

By BOB JEROME
_Correspondent

'. -

-

~'Pie final production -of the Dance Department will be ·

1,.-;i;i.

. !lheld::in the Theatre Sunday and Monday, at 8:30 p.m.
~'fttese performances are the culfufuation of dances choreoa1.ai:·
••
. q
~:ghed
during Quarter· III in th e ·D,ance Prod.uction
..
~ft>W'se.
1
. ?~a,.:;!Three
choreographers will be presenting their
1~ r'ks. They are Haydee Gutierrez, Wendy Wright, and
Holt Chairman of the Dance ' Department. There
• ~ -J.3 dan~rs appearing in these performances and all
have been'· chosen for their advanced training and perl!ffirniing abilities. r
our .,
·
f;J-.G·; .tMiss Gutierrez; began studying dance at the age of 6 .
nin-•H avana· at the Alici_a Alonso School of Ballet and h~
11%fifdied with · -Fernando Alonso, Thatcher Clark;- Soma
Dick, among others. For the Dance Department's June
roduction she has choreographed a solo for herself and a
r-ctuit in ,which sbe dances with Wendy Wright. •Both of
f tll\s~ dan-ces-are in the classicial ballet .style. The nature
1of the solo is light.and vivacious. In the duet Miss Gutier'.:rez ~d Miss.Wright are in friendly compeµtion patterned
' [if;-ff'the style of th~ b~erin~s of tlie 18t~ century ballet.
.
_ .
_ »
:

I

N
I
~ I·:

"Faces," the much-praised
film from director John Cassavetes, is -a diamond-hard
account of the sexual mean~
derings of a couple trapped on
the far side of .f orty with nothing to say and possib}y even
less to do. Their playground is
a southern California whose
neon-glow gives the garish appearance of a rest stop on the
road to purgatory. .
The husband (John Marley, a fiftyish businessman,
.arrives hom'e one · evening
wi~ his mind bubbly on booze into ugliness an!i_,4}sults.
· Arid . the:· morning . after
and his heart set on fun-.
, "~T'S GO TO A MOVIE," ~with · the ·J:iusband\ and hooker
·his wife (Lynn<Carlin) t;,egs. at the ·m.oment of.p~Jipg, 8;fid
"They're showing an Ingmar the hippje fra,_npcajlx_ i:-e~¢uing
the wife from ,a h<>sty·. suicide
Bergman picture."
'"'
" I don't want to be de- attempt ,'"-, thr.ows :a rpathetic,
pressed;'~he grumbles.
-cold ~grey ligbt on ...the ~mess
She shouts back; ."I'm not a and stress· ci'f :niarri'age;'. : ..
·. In· summary " "F;a eis".:
sex machine !"

Cas-

!oC!hifra

_

which will free her from an
endless round of fat, foolish
executives who pick- lier up, ·
praise her, paw her and then,
in a. savage tfil1labout, ·µisult
her when it's time to pay.
/ ·
l\lEANWHILE, THE WIFE_
and three matronly bridgeplaying :chilms risk a trip to
the ·.. local ' discotheque · ,to
saigp~e_th~_manufactured fun.
Pretty soon they. collect an
aging hippie (Seymour ..
sel) and bring him back t<> the
wife's· home. · With his~ooyish
good-humor, be entertains
them until the situation .sours .

......

'Ap_ple .Tree' _. Grown

The cast for 'Apple Tree', Nita Lacs and Susan Strandberg's
Senior project, pose in character: The ~nake (Frank DonoTHEY GO TllEIR separate
van) whispers· temptation t.o Eve (Karen Spadecene); Adam
ways. He · looks up a
(Terry Beaver) insists that the thing that wets isn't a baby - hooker (Gena Rowlands) wtio
but a fish; Bob Pasternak narrlltes the fantastic story of Flip · has shown an interest in him.
(Brion Black) and Passionella; and Ella, the Chimney Sweep,
"I'm the. Little Orph1fil
(Barbara Molloy) wishes she ·could be a movie star. 'Apple
Annie of Hard-Knocksville,"
Tr,ee' comple~ its run tonight at 8 · in the Centre Stage.
she tells him,
"and I don'tI
•

I

!. .

Ii

Children's Musi-c
Cou·rse
:Plaflned,
-

niovies and TV soap oper.as;
Lynn . Carlin, a secretary :before making her screen debut
here and copping an Academy
Award nomination, and -SeyIfiour Cassel, anather Os~ar
nominee, who previously had
a bit in Cassavetes' "Too L·a te
B!ues."
_ ·
.
.,._,. ~And. the supporti.n~ :play~rs,
-ll!cludmg the familiar _'Yal
A very as a s;i.lesman warned
about his tennis-playing ·son,
.also contribute to the viv.id,
semi-documentary air.
'

• In the shooting and editing
stages for more than four
THE - PRINCIPALS ARE · years, "Faces" emerges afe a
perfect : John Marley, who painstaking and painful parwas playmg a gas ·station at- trait of :rru_sery and the midtendant in an Ursula Andress ·,die-class marital status which
· tur
· t th' h ·
produces ·it.. It's· a· labor of
pie e prior o lS c mce assignment; Gena Rowlands, love :-,which· has the feel of a
,,whose cooi, brittle style has psythodrama and the punch
b
st d · Rock H d
o_f-reality.
___:.ee_n_w_a_e__
m_ _. ~-_u_s_
o_
n -",------------

.~.., ._ ·

:i~t ~1:y·~~;J:~

WENDY WRIGHT, primarily! ball~t dancer ?as cho-_
gr~phed a group d~ce or stx which _co~bi~es th.e
Hollyw9od-produced .d r~a of
~ · Ies of-·Modern Dance and Ballet. Before begmmng her
marital discord. But- the sum
~ .poreograpny· Miss Wright-consulted with me~bers of the
and substance of ·this low! ~chology Deparbnent, in an attempt t~ define the c~arbudget, two-hour-plus movie
teristics of an individu~ ~~o withdraws fron>: reality.
is
the jagged Cassavetes'
; ~ e biµIet reveals 4 such mdividu'.11-s who have withdrawn
style
of blunt_ confrontations,
= '· or desensitized their feelings, when una1ble to express or
have a heart of gold."
seemingly
ilpprovisep.
} cype ~tll them.· Miss Wright portrays a young girl clingYet plainly, she's desperate.
'
\
·
_
. :, ing to her innoce,nce. '"
EACH" SCENE APPEARS
ly reaching for a relationshi,p
; ,, A native of Toronto, Canada, _Miss Wright received her
.
~ dance training there and m 1967, she was awarded scholarship to the National Ballet School in Torontq. Working
,i with the school brought many opportunities including that
dancing with the _Rpyal Ballet _Comp~y of England _
.
.
. while they ,w ere in Toronto. It was m one of these perfor- -niances tllat Miss Wright danced iii Swan Lake and 1
A six-week n ,/n-c re d it sitivity of young children, is.a
I
course in "Developing Musi- member of the Music· Educa;f,Sleeping -Beauty in which Fonteyn and Nureyev were ·
The Forty-Niner, California .
By PAT SASSER
cal Awareness in Young Chil- tors-National Conference and
~
starring.
·
<:/\'!,
•
•
· State College's newspaper,
Correspondent
: dren" will be offered to stu- the . Florida Music Education
CBIFRA HOLT has choreographed more than 3Q comnotes according
in its April
18 edition .
dents between the ages of "-.Association.
A new kind of rally recently that,
fo an UPI re
~ '~positions prior to her new·wo_rk entitled "Journey." There
three and five years old at
at
Michigan
State.
occurred
.
lease,
"a
bill
making
it a miswill be 11·dancers, including herself in this danc~ drama.
USF from June 18 to July 24. _ Before coming to USF, she " The Michigan State _News, demeanor to stimulate sexual
The journey that is depicted is on_e which ~ persons
· The course, · sponsored by taught vocal and instrumental college newspaper, · reports intercourse during, an entert:: take, to a lesser or greater degree, ~to memones of the
the Center for Continuing music in Ohio for more than that journ~sm and .advertis- tainment productio_n on a ·
past. Miss Holt finds that movement can express emoEducation, will be · conducted 16 years.
ing majors plan to "carry state college campus" had
. tions in a more evocative way than r.yords. There are. ,
Dr. Bridges will offer both/ typewriters united by an unby Dr. Virginia Bridges, assoclea:red "the Senate Judiciary
many scenes in her dance and she has developed th,e acci_ate p~fessor of music edu- Wednesday and Thursday ses- broken stream of copy paper Committee and was headed for
~" tion much the·sam.e as in a play, but instead of relying on
cation.
sions with limited enrollment to emphasize the condition of the full senate. Similar legisE w9rds she .u ses tlle_n;iany sha~gs of meaning that tlle
-During the sessions, parent in°,each. No mother can be ad- facilities they must use" to lation failed last year.
visual art of dance can comm~c~te. :
.
.
_ and child .will explore togeth- . !Ilittea without -her child. for a . meeting with Acting 'Presi/
,.
The production is .op~ to the Umversity Community · : er. the areas of sound, fnove- further information registraTHEEMORY WHEE~ - of
dent Walter Adams.
;.: and all interested people in tlle area. There will be no adm.~t an~ pitch, melody, and ti.on and fees , contacnhe CenEmory University, chose for a
. :~ miss~on charge.
·GOAL IS !'.expansion and recent "Quote of the _w~ek" a
ter for Continuing EducatioQ
r,hythm instruments.
:nr. Bridges, who has done at the University, 988-4131, · renovation of the Journalism statement from Dante, "Le_
research oq the hai;monic sen- ext. 403.
Building."
Inferno" : "The hottest places
1n hell are reserve·d for tbase
4
who in times of great moral
crisis maintiµn their neutrali.
.
;,~.
.
.
Demand
ty."

!

about · to choke ,.itself on
forced laughter, ~idle chatter,
bad jokes and dirty· limericks,
and ~hen, like a -crack in the
plaster, one of the , "faces"
held irf striking closeup will
shed ltjs mask of .Pl.~asantness
and reveal ·a cruel, hard
truth. Or_~ actqr ,will COJne
upon a bit of 'business which
strikes' the viewer as convincin I honest. ·
gy
Even. the grainy blackand-white photography and· in. a~dtble . ~alogue· which ._ one
fairly aches to hear are., :gart
of its appeal.

;. VOLKSWAGEN'.SERVICE
~peci'cill Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
· Administration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M • .
' P.M.
Re.t.u-rn trip 4:30
by-appointment·.935-1126

.

Li~

Facilities, ·se·x, 'Le lnferno'
Ariel A Robot?

t .~·
:f:
E
S

0

OPENING IN JULY
Complete Body a-.d Pain.I Shop
Ne~est and _m os,\ moder~ ·in Tampa

e·Irdsong 'M0f0(J-. ,Inc_-.
.
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·1 Chqritbe'r Singers

To Perform Thursday
By KEN-SINGLETON

Moore, ' alto, Roy Holton, ''.Stop Your Powerless Tears."
.ten51r, an_d - Jaµie? Riddle, The imp:°yisa~ons will_ !!'ea',_
·
· . , bass. DaV}a Sitda -1s concert- t ture Patricia Tripp, harp, and
.1
T~e University· Community · master of ·the· chamber orch- Valrie Marks, piano.
Chorus and Chamber Singers e:.t:ra. '
* * ,.
VAN H Eal.JSEN .,, will p.resent concert ThursThe Chamber ~ingers will
Alap Hoppei:'s Junior Bas'
d,g.y at 8:30 p.m. in the Fine also sing "Three Songs" by soon Recital will be held
''417" .
PRESS
Arts Auditor-ium. Both groups Gordon Johnson, anq. "Three toclay at p.m. in :the Fine
.
will be COJld~cted.by Dr. Gor~ Imp~Qvisations" on ' poems by· Arts Auditorium. The concert
Demonstrate your prowess·as a campus independent by :
dJln Johnson, professor of Claudia Bennett. The tex.ts for will illustrate the bassoon's
- ,
music.
the Johnson' songs are by role in the sonata, ,in tq.e ·solo
_holging out tor the best in "IJOW~' shirt fashion • . :
Van Heusen "417" Vanopress! The one with new long
The Chamber · Singers will Salvatore Vuocolo, a student COJ\.Certo, and 1n wind champerform two works with at St. Leo College.
ber music. · .
point Brooke collar, .:nade to be worn with or without . ,
- a pin . . . plus V-Taper fit, 7-bu'!_o!J !ront,.longer shirt tail.
chamber orchestra. They are
The University-Community . The program, will include
- i
. With forever-fresh pf!rmanently pressed Vanopress.
"Miss'a Brevis" by W. A. Mo- Chorus will perform ''Have "Concerto" by Fasch, "Sona- .
.- In richer new colors,.exciting new strip.es and checks.
zart, and "Cantata No. 67" by Merc;y,'-' a 20th century Kyrie · ta" · by . Hin~emith, "Cinq
J. s. Bach. "Cantata No. 67" by Gordon Johnson. Featured Pieces en Trio" by Ibert, and
Ask to see "417" Vanopress by Van Heusen...
where _"new" really means "now!"
was 'written at Leipzig in soloists will be Dr. Armin "Quintet; K. j52'1 by ·Mozart.
1726; "Missa73revis was writ- Watkins, paritone, an~ James
Hopper will be assisted by
teh in 1774 when Moz;µ-t was Biggers, organ.
·
11 student musicians, includThe chorus will also ·per- ing Robert·- Gower, piano,
:
only 18 years old.
1533 • 7th AVE.
":
, M-EN S SH\OP
,
Soloists will . include · Lynn form two improvisations Richard Tremper, clarinet,
apd
and
violin:
Hollingsworth;
soprano,
Susan
~,
·
..
Ybor City - Tampa
_
_..:::..__......:...__:
_ _:__
_ _called
___,,_"White
__ _Rust"
_ _.....:...
__
_David
_ _Suda,
_-,--_
_ __
co.:r~spondept
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Share the Army·

., Adventure in the
~Women's Army Corps

WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS
STUDENT OFFICER
PROGRAM .

By BOB JEROME
Correspondent ,

DIANA RIGG, once .t he sophisticated and self:sufficient
·Mrs. Emma , Peel of · TV's
. " The Avengers," has finally
kived ·on the wide-screen in
ANSWER: This is a program
''The
. Assassination ·B ureau.''
designed to obtain qualified
Fans of Miss .Rigg expected
· college graduates as commis- ·
her ·to oe · ~ onderul, and , she
sioned officers in the United
States Army for a period of
is. The real surprise- is that
two years. '
' ·
this British-made period piece
is not itoo far behind her in
It's called a Student Officer -~
style, grace and wit.
Program because it pays par•
As a symbol of emancjpat~
ticipants $327.30 ever.y
·month while they are enrolled
ed womanhood jn Edwardian
as full-time students during
·Englani:I, Mis Rigg is ·a n:ewstheir senior year of college,
paper reporter who ·starchily
informs
a prospective em~l
2. QUESTION: How ·6oEs n WORK?
ployer,
"There
ca~ be no. sex~ i NSWER: Generally similar to ROTC Jxcept that participants have
u,a.I,equality whilst W.OI1clen ex11,6Tiiquired military training or duties while in college. Tliey are enliJfed as Corporals which is ,he basis for the,payment $32-7.30
ploit their physicai · appearevery mor.th. After graduation, participants are commissioned as Secance.:'. 1. QUESTION: WHAT IS THE
NEW ARMY STUDENT ()Ffl•
CER PROGRAM?

of

ond lieutenants. At the end of two years, officers return to civilian
lite ruiiless they request additional active duty.

:µs-••-::-

3. QUESTION: WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

FORTUNATELY,

she ✓fairly

radiates with feminine charm
· ~•-ANSWER: Since this is a new program, students who are now juaas she races through Europe
i~ :o.,r first semester seniors _
will be most inte~ested in learnin_g t.~at
on ·a do-or -die mission: det lj;i'.may qualify by attending the College Junior Program. This 1s a
stroy, -tlie · iiiternatioi}al. "Asfour-~eek program .conducted at Fort McClellan, Alabama, :with a
s.a ssination Bureau"· which
star.ting date in July. Attendance at this program is'a prerequisi~e for
ap_p)k1_1tion for the Student Program. The College Junior Program is
murgers . for mqney on the
d~ ribed in "The Choice is Yours.'' Very simply,·the,four-week procondition the µitended victirJ;i
gram1s des igned to give juniors an opportunity to learn about the
is · judged to be evil. (One
. Aiifif Without any further ob,ligation. However, if they.are i'!teresJed
poard member observes, ~'It's
ilf.illf~ new program that offers $327.30 per month during their senror
year t~!tY must first attend the-College Junior Course.
not too difficult to find a, bit of
- evil in every man.") ..
4. -QUESTION: DOES THIS PROGRAM PAY MY TUITION
Discovering that rugged,·
. DURING MY· SENIOR YEAR?
ANSWER: No, it does not. The $327.30 paid every month is for the
weµ~biid 'Oliver R$1 .
in
student's personal use. It is the base pay plus quarters and subsistcontrol of the bureau, our her- ,
. ence' allowance for corporals. Taxes and Sociel Security will be de•
ducted. Payment of tuition re"1ains the responsibility of th! ~tudent. , oine·"cleverly "contracts" for
his death: Reed immediateiy
· 1n addition to the monthly cash payment, students are ehg1ble for
free medical and dentol core at military facilities and also eligible to
accepts the challenge and
purchJse items at military post exchanges. and commissaries. Miliwarns his fellow conspirators
tary recreational facilities are also ovoilable. In other words for
(including Curt Jurgens, Phi-·
- · those-who qualify, the offer is tremendous.
lipp~ .NoiJ;et and Glive Revill)
. .•.f.rn.~ _;,. . U.S. ARMY RECRUITING SERVICE
he will eliminate them one by
8840-NORTH FLORIDA AVENUE TEL 932-7020
one before their killers can
Across from Northgate Shopping Ce■ttr ·trap him.
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The Florida Alligator reports a robot designing contest on camp~. It seems that
"Otto," -a r q.b ot. "who has
greeted visitors to the annual
Engineer's Fair for tlie past
23 years/' has reached senility, and must make war for 8r
new gener~tion. . The •best
suggestion for what the ne}V
robot should-look .like and do
will win $25.
'
·

Music
-

Styles
..

•

_.

r.

Ex~m J"ne 16 . ~EM~ER F.0.1.c.
The music styles placement
examination on . th~ory ·and
history of music will. be given·
June 16 "in Fine Arts - Humanities 102:

~

.is

I:,!

- NEW 'AIR c:·ONDITIONED FACILITY

''·serving Hot Meals and Offer!ng Expert ~up~rvision in

•

., .· .

llffaac~ thru Kindergarten

4~~
-- .t .1~/
13202 15th St.

I

. 15th

Phone 935-5107

•

/

\

All studen):s planning to
major in music arts and
music ~ducation or plan~g
to take courses •in musical
The re~ulting chase sees
The film, written and de- " styles, 'music.theory,· or m'usic
Reed, accompanied ?Y Miss signed by Michael Re:Ip and history-literature are requ_ired
Rigg, ~caping lethal gas in a directed by Basil Dearden, to take tllis exam,inati9n.
fancy -French Borde!).o, dodg- manages to combine a meaing · bulle_ts aboard tlle Zurich . ·sure of the spoofiness of "Kind
C~ecked Out ·
Express, ducking a sausage , Hearts and Coronets" with
stuffed with explosives in · the serial thrills of "Judex"
In April about 14,000 stuVienna, and side-stepping poi- a~. "Fan~omas." And the pe- dents checked ·out library
son and assorted mayhem in nod decor genuinely enhances books; ' about 2,000 iac~ty·
the. story·, .for i'listance, when members and.13..__other people.Vemce.
.
IN TIME .M;iss Rigg sees the ..·heroine's' employer, Telly .
Reed less as a killer · than as Savalas, pretends he- is a "rethe lady-killer of her dreams, tiring' gentleman;" the "pi~ture
and he soon redeems himself of Napoleon over his desk
in a hair-raising ·e_nding"1 ·the clearly- tags him as ·the secret
likes of which , hash',t :been Bureau bigwig ·who wants to
seen in a month of Saturda, _- dominate the world.
\:EVEN REED,
whose gifts
· ma,tin~es. · , ' · . · ,. . ·. · ·
,
As Miss· Rigg, . disguised as -as a "heavy", :ha:Ye won him
·a ·nun, gallops to.. warn . the such roles:.as the wolfman in
c~own-heads of 'Eurow · bf "Curse of the ·Werewolf" the
d/Uiger, Reed . _sabotages , a perennial -Ted~y boy 1;ouble- .
huge · bomb"carnyirig- Zepp~!in ·maker in. "-'J:'ll~ Shuttered
by dueling with villain Jur- Room," etc., ·and .as_.- Bill , _
-gens_ ("the _gr.e~te'st .sw~rds- . Sykes in "Oliver!" merges
,man in all Germany")_. : Toe here with the polish of. a R~
corill.agration which results Harrison and · the ·cool of a
when the airship goes·POW._is James Bond.
In fact, in the absence of a
so spectacularly executed that
a recent screening before a new Bond movie, "The Ass¥•
jaded · Miami a u d i e r;i c e . sination Bureau" is the ticket
brought spontaneous applal.lfie for' a fun evening of Zap,
for such climactic: d~rr~g-do. Sparkle and Zip. .

-~~y, ~URS_
E ~: KINDERGARTE~

\

What does a checking
ci~c!unt give you? .

Prospective freshman take
the test from 2 to 4 p.m.
Transfer ·. and graduate students may take it either.2.;_ to 4
p.m . or 7 to 9 p.m. ·
.

,r

OPEN A·cHECKiNG ACCOUNT
TODAY
t

EXCHANG£ .BANK
(

9385 - 56th St.
988.;1112

OF
TEMPLE
TERRACE

22d_ay

'RANo·,'.mUR·
.·: Of·EUROPE

England, B•lgiu~, Holland, Germany,
Austria, ltal·y, Switz~rland,.France .. _
. In Europe escorted tt-i"roughout
For Reservations
No Service (harge Call or Co~me To
,~
, ·Phone:

. WORLD·TRAY.El·~ENTER~
\ 2426 Hillsboro Plaza

877-9566

